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Young Wild West and the Death Mine
OR, ARIETTA BLUFFING THE CLAIM JUMPERS
By AN OLD SCOUT

~

CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Arrives At Big
Casino.
The lights of Big Casino, a lively mining camp
of the southwestern part of Nevada, came in view
.. as Young Wild West and his friends reached
the top of a rocky ridge. It was at the clos~ of
a day late in fall, a few years ago, when little
regard was held for law and 01·der in many parts
of that region known as the Wild West, when we
find our hero, who had won a wonderful reputation from his determination to do right, and
from the fact that he was the recognized Champion Deadshot of the West. Though he was but
a boy in years, Wild, as he was familiarly called,
was a man in every other sense. He was of
medium height, athletic and handsome, and with
his long light chestnut hair hanging over his
shoulders, he made the true pictu1·e of just what
he was-a dashing Boy Hero of the Wild West.
Probably it was J1is remarkable coolness that
made him so successful in his fights against outlaws, road agents, bad Indians and villains of
all sorts, for certainly it would have been hard
to find one who could equal him in that respect.
But he had the courage and ability to do things,
and he went right ahead, making friends and
enemies wherever he went. The evil-minded
feared and hated him for interfering with their
villainous practice, while the honest and lawabiding loved him for the good he did. Attired
in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin that was
elaborately trimmed with scarlet silk fringe, and
with a broad sombrero tipped back upon his head,
Young Wild West ce1tainly made a truly dashing
appearance as he sat upon the back of his splendid sorrel stallion Spitfire and looked down at
the sight of the mining camp.
"Vi'ell, Charlie," said he, turning to a tall man
with long black hair and a mustache of the same
hue, who had halted beside him, "I felt pretty
sure that we ~vould strike Big Casino by the time
it got good and dark. There it is, right below
us, less than a mile."
"That's right, Wild," was the quick reply. "I
reckon you made a mighty good guess at it. I
had an idea that it was further away than this.
But it's all right, anyhow. I'm glad we kept
right on comin'. We'll be down there in a few
minutes now, an' then it won't belong afore we'll
git somethin' to eat. I'm jest about as hungry
as a bear."
The speaker was Cheyenne Chai·lie, the well-

known scout and Indians fighter. Though he was
quite a few years older than dashing Young
Wild West, he took great pride in being called
one of the boy's partners. Young Wild West's
other partner, who was a boy of about his own
age, was Jim Dart. All three had been born and
reared in the West, and they had put in the
best part of their lives in dangerous exploits and
thrilling adventures. Both Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart were attired in similar style to that of
our hero, and though Dart's hair was not long,
like Wild's and Charlie's, he certainly looked to
be a thorough young Westerner. With the three
just mentioned were Arietta Murdock, a charming, golden-haired miss who was the sweetheart
of Young Wild West; Anna, a comely young
woman somewhere under thirty, the wife of
Cheyenne Charlie; and Eloise Gardner, a darkeyed maiden, who was the sweetheart of Jim
Dart.
The three were always spoken of as the "girls"
by our hero and his partners, even though the
scout's wife was a married woman. The three
couples had put in much of their time in riding
about the wildest parts ,of the West, for ever
since he had struck it rich in the Black Hills
and found that he had a comfortable income,
Young Wild West had made it his hobby to go
all over the wildest parts of the country in search
of adventure and stirring scenes. It had become
a sort of second nature to the boy to do this,
and whenever he found the opportun,ity to do good
he was always right on hand. Of the three girls,
Arietta was the only one.. who had been born
and raised in the West.' She had been brought
up during the exciting time when the Indians
were almost continually on the warpath in Wyoming, and the result wa that she had become
an accomplished shot with any sort of firearm,
and had learned to ride and manage the wildest
kind of a horse with the ease :rnd grace of a
skilled cowboy.
Anna and Eloise had been in that section of
the country quite long enough to become used to
its ways. They could shoot and ride horseback
quite well, and as they had learned to love the
outdoor life they were leading, it is doubtful if
they could have been induced to give it up and
settle down in a thickly populated region. We
must not forget to mention that our friends had
two Chinese servants. They were Hop Wah and
Wing Wah, brothers, who looked very much alike,
both being typical of their race. They appeared
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to be yery innocent, indeed, though this did not
count for much, especially as far as Hop
ah
was concerned. He· was called the handy man
of the party, but he was really kept in their emp'l.oy because he had on several occasions been
the direct means of saving- their lives through his
remarkable cleverness. He also made lots of fun
for them, during the hours they were in camp,
so Hop had become a l'egular fixture. The fact
was that he was a very clever Chinaman, indeed. He was a sleight-of-hand performer of no
mean ability, a born humorist, a professional
card sharp, and had an over-fondne,s for whisky,
which he invariably called "tanglefoot." The latter was his worst failing, though it was more
than offset by his better qualities.
Wing Wah was j;he cook, and though he had
once considered himself to be quite a clever fellow, he had given way to his brother, he finding
that he stood no chance in that line with him.
With this brief introduction to our characters we
will proceed with our story. Cheyenne Charlie
turned back and took a position beside his wife,
and then Arietta rode up alongside her clashing
young lover. Then the little procession started
clown the hill for the mining camp. Young Wild
West and his friends had heard something about
Big Casino at the last place they stopped at, and
they had resolved to pay a visit to the hustling
little camp. The trail they had been following
showed sigs of having been traveled a whole lot.
The wheel-ruts indicated that the wagons went
to and fro to Gold Gluch, which was about forty
miles distant, and quite close to the Colorado
State line.
"There seem to be quite a few shanties there,
Wild," . said Arietta, as they rode on down, their
horses going at a trot. "It is really wonderful,
how suddenly mining camps spring up throughout this part of the country."
"That's right, Et," the young deadshot retorted.
"Some of them spring up in a day and eventually
die out in a short time. It all depends upon just
how much gold there is in the locality. If there
is plenty of it the mining camp wi:l soon grow
into a town; but if the dust stops panning out
the place is usually abandoned in a fhurry, while
those leaving it strike out for new fields. It is
hard to tell just what kind of a place Big Casino
is, since it is a new camp. I should judge from
the number of lights there that there must be
at least twenty-five shanties. 1-:hat means a goodsized mining camp, you know."
"Well, we'll soon know jest what kind of a
place it is, I reckon," spoke up the scout.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie," came from the rear
of the little procession. "Me be vel!y glad when
me gittee lere. Me · llee samee feelee velly
muchee bad, so be. Me wantee lillee dlop of
tanglefoot."
It was Hop Wah, the clever Chinaman, who
spok:e. ·
"Oh, I'll bet you're thinkin' about a drink of
tanglefoot, you heathen galoot," the scout retorted. "It seems that you can't git along without it. I s'pose you're mighty anxious to git
into a game of draw poker, too."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. You velly mucbee
guessee gooclee. You velly smartee Melican man,
so be. Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee."
"Never mind about bragging about it. I reckon
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everybody as has ever seen much of yer knows
that. But that don't say that you have got ter
be bringin' it up all ther time. Some of these
days maybe you'll find somebody that's jest as _...
smart as you are."
There was a laugh at this, for the rest understood why it was that Charlie spoke in that way.
But it was not long before they reached the foot
of the descent, and then they rqde straight up
what might be called the street that ran through
the center of the little mining camp. The shanties now showed quite plainly, and it was easy
to pick ·out the long, low structure that was no
doubt a saloon and dance hall combined. · The
usual sounds to be heard in the vicinity of a
mining camp saloon came to their ears as they
1·ode slowly up the street. As they neared the
place Young Wild West, who was looking on both
sides for a suitable place to -pitch their camp,
suddenly turned his horse to the right.
"I reckon there's just the place we are looking
for," he said. "Come on. We'll go over there
and pitch our camp without interviewing anyone
beforehand. I reckon we can tell whether we are '
on anyone's claim or not."
Whether they had been seen by anyone or not
in the place they did not know. But this made
little difference, since Young Wild West generally
made it a point to carry out his intention, whether it was opposed by anyone oi- not. They did
not have to go more than a hundred yards before
they reached the bank of a good-sized b1·ook that
flowed along the north end of the camp. There
were half a dozen trees in a bunch, and dhectJy
behind them was a steep bank that was pretty
well covered with hanp;ing vines. Young Wild
West qui,::kly brought his sonel stallion to a halt
and dismounted. Then he assisted his sweetheart
to the ground. The rest quickly followed suit,
and then all hands set to take care of the horses
and assist the two Chinamen in unloading the
pack horses. It was not long before the hoi-ses
had · been placed where they could find plenty to
eat, and then Wild and his partners started in""
to help Hop put up the tents. Wing got the fire
going about this time, and then he proceeded to
put a big coffee kettle over it and niake p1·eparations to broil the venison steaks they were to
have for their suppel'.
As the spot they had halted at was in plain
view of the majority of the shanties in the camp,
it was not sti-ange that the lire that had been
started was seen by some of the miners. The
result was · that just as they we1·e getting '!"eady
to sit down and partake of their late supper,
half a dozen men came strolling that way.
"Hello, strangers!" one of them called out,
rather roughly. "Where i~ thunder did you
come frorri? We seen your campfires an' we was
sorter surprised, wasn 't we, boys?"
"Oh, we just got there a few minutes ago," ;Young Wild West answered, as he stepped out
into the light that came from the fires, and let
them have a good look at him. "We were pretty
hungry, so we thought we would hurry up our
supper a little. I take it that this camp is
called Big Casino?"'
"That's right, young feller. This are Big
Casino, all right. It's a rip-roarin' camp, too,
an' no mistake. But who told yer that you could
put up here? That's what I'd like ter know."
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"You don't own this land, do you?" asked the
boy coolly.
~ _"No."
"Who does, then?"
"It's government land."
"Well, that's all right, then. There isn't any
use to talk any further on the subject."
"There ain't, eh? Well, I happen to be ther
justice of ther peace of Big Casino, an' I say that
you have got to ask me for permission to camp
1
• here, or you'll have ter vamoose."

CHAPTER II.-The Judge Takes A Fall.
Young Wild West did not show the least bit of
surprise at what the man said.
"So you are the justice of the peace of Big
Casino, are you?" he queried, coolly.
"Yes, that's right, young feller. What , I says
.
around there has got ter go, too."
"And you say that we can't ,J,tay here unless
•
we ask your permission?"
"That's about what I said."
"Well, we don't intend to ask your permission,
then. We are here, and we propose to stay here
just as long as we want to. Now then, what are
·
you going to do about it?"
"Do about it?" gasped the astonished man, as
he turned and looked at those who had come
with him. "Boys, what do yer think of that?
This young galoot of a boy asks me, Needle Bob,
what I'm goin' ter do about it! If this ain't
somethin' great I never heard tell of anything
that was, that's all!"
More men came to the scene just then, and
when the justice of the peace called out 'angrily
for them to hustle the strangers away from the
spot, Wild turned and drew a revolver.
"Boys," said he, smilingly, "I hope you are not
looking for trouble.J'
"Why don't yer do what ther jedge told yer
ter, boy?" demanded one of them.
"Because I don't think it is necessary," Wild
answered.
"Well, to make ther thing right, yer might
ask ther jedge if yer kin stay here. Most likely
he will let .yer."
"Well, the judge, as you call him, has already
said that this is government land, so I can't see
- the necessity of asking him, or any one else, for
the privilege of camping here. See here! It
looks to me as though you fellows came here to
make trouble. If that is the case go ahead."
"I reckon you · have said jest about enough,
young feller," tl1e judge exclaimed, fiercely, as
he took a step toward the boy. "You've got a
gun in your hand1 too. That means that you act
as though you're goin' ter put up a fight. You
jest put that thing away, an' then see how quick
you kin vamoose from this spot. Since you've
been so sassy about it, I tell yer right here that
you ain't goin' ter tamp anywhere within a hundred ya1•ds of ther camp. Now then, you have
got jest five minutes. to g·it a move on yer an'
hustle out of here. I'm Needle Bob, ther justice
of ther peace, an' what I says is law."
"Is that so?" Wild asked, in a tantalizing ·way.
"What you say is law, is it? Well, I never knew
the law to be invested in one particular person
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before. But we live and lea1·n every day, don't
we?"
"Never mind any parleyin' about it. You heard
·
what I said."
"Yes, I reckon I heard what you said. Now
you just listen to what I say! I'll give you just
ten seconds to light out. If you don't go in that
time I'll put a bullet clean through your carcass.
Move, you bigoted scoundrel!"
The judge found himself staring squarely into
the muzzle of our he1·o's revolver. Without saying another word he turned around and started
at a brisk walk from the spot. Cheyenne Charlie
uttered a laugh at this.
- "That's a sick-lookin' justice of ther peace,
Wild!" he exclaimed. "I reckon he's all wind.
There ain't enough sand in him to take ther edge
off a razor. Wow, wow! Whoopee, whoopee!"
Then the scout pranced out before tlie rest of
the crowd, a revolver in either hand. He executed a sort of war dance, and then took his
place beaide our hero.
"Say, young feller," one of the foremost of the
miners asked, as though he had been hit with an
idea all of a sudden, "ain't you Young Wild
West?"
"I reckon you have irot that just right,
friend. What made you think so-?"
"Well, I heard your pard call yer Wild, for
one thing; then ag'in it sorter struck me that
you was somethin' a little out of ther ordinary
run of boys. You see, I've heard somewhat abJut
yer. I've heard about yer pards, an' your clever
Chinee, an' ther gals as is with yer, too. They
calls me Rattler Ike, an' I've got ther reputation
of bein' a good-hearted bad man, if yer know
what that is."
"I reckon I kno~ what you mean, Rattler Ike.
Now just tell me what you think about us staying
here?"
"I think it's all right, 'cause I know very well
yo.u'll stay, anyhow. That's ther sort of a hairpin you are, Young Wild West. I reckon ther
boys won't interfere with yer, not to-night, anyhow. Maybe there's a few as don't believe you're
a regular cyclone ori wheels, an' they might want
to make trouble for yer. But you kin bet your
life ·that I won't be in ther game if anythi.ng
like that happens. I happen ter know jest ther
sort of a v:aloot you are. I'll bid yer good evenin'.
Go on with your supper. If yer take a notio:n
you kin come over to ther Flap-jack Tavern
putty soon. I'll be there, an' I'll introduce yer to
ther boys."
So saying Rattler Ike turned on his heel and
walked in the direction the judge had taken a
minute or so before.
"Well, I'll be blamed !" exclaimed one of the
others. "This seems ter be a mighty funny sort
of thing-, boys. I reckon we may as well all go
back an' let 'em eat their supper. Young Wild
West, eh? A regular cvclone on wheels, eh?
Champion deadshot, too! Well, maybe ther judge
has barked up ther Yrrong tree. He's jest as
likely ter make mistakes as anyone else. Come
on. There ain't no use in makin' fools of ourselves."
It was evident that the speaker had considerable weight with the majority, for though several
of them mutte1·ed words that were uninte),\igible
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to our friends they all turned and went away
from the spot.
"That's what I call putty good!" exclaimed the
scout when the last man had taken his departure.
"Wild, I reckon yer sorter took ther starch out
of that bunch, all right."
"I'm glad we got out of it so easily, Wild,"
f Arietta spoke up as she smiled at her handsome
young lover.
"Well, Et, don't think that we are out of it
yet. If I am any kind of a judge of human
nature, Needle Bob, as he calls himself, isn't
through with us yet. You can bet that he will
do his level best to make it decidedly warm for
us before we leave this mining camp. But it's
a.ll'right'. Don't anyone be alarmed. Wing, now
how about supper?"
"Me waitee for you, Misler Wild," the cook retorted, promptly.
"All right, I reckon I am just as hungry as I
was before the justice of the peace and his gang
showed up. Come on, everybody!"
Five minutes later they were all eating· heartily,
for they were really hungry, as might be supposed.
As soon as the supper was over Wild arose, and
turning to the scout said :
"Well, Charlie, I reckon we'd better accept the
uivitation that fellow gave us and go over to
the Flap-jack Tavern."
"That's jest what I was waitin' to hear, Wild,"
wa1: the quick reply. "I'm mighty anxious to
git over there an' see what them galoots looks
like in ther lamplight."
"Me wantee go, too, so be, Misler Wild," spoke
up Hop Wah.
"Well, I suppose you do. It seems strange
that you have not been over there before this,"
our hero retorted. "All right, come on. Jim will
take charge of the camp. 1'
• ·
The three now walked leiimrely to the tavern.
It had quite a wide front to it and was really
quite an imposing-looking structure, considering
that it was in a little mining camp in an outof-the-day place. The store, which was only a
few doors from it, wa.s also quite a big shanty.
Flaming oil lamps wern burning in front of both
places, and business was being done in each of
them. · But of course the most of the business
was at the tavern. This was to be expected since
whisky was sold there and there was a faro
layout, as !well as poker tables in the big room
in which the bar was located. Two or three
men were standing outside near the door, but
they promptly drew aside and permitted our three
friends to enter the place. As they got inside
they saw that the barroom was pretty well filled
with rough-looking men. It was easy for our
hero and the scout to pick out the judge and the
other two who had done the most of the talking.
They happened to be standing together at the bar.
"Let's have a smoke, landlord," said Cheyenne
Charlie, as he stepped up and tossed a gold coin
upon the bar.
The man behind the bar looked at the three
newcomers in a curious way, and then promptly
served them. Wild never drank anything strong,
though he did occasionally smoke a cigar. He
lighted his cigar· in his cool and easy way, and
then took a look about the interior of the tavern
barroom. It did not take Wild two minutes to
eome to the conclusion that the majority of those

present were men of the honest and good-natured
type.
"~entlemen," said he, as he fixed his eyes upon
a big fellow whose face wore a smile, "I'd like
to ask a question. How many are there here
who believe in a squa1·e deal?"
The question was a pointed one, and coming
upon them as suddenly as it did, there was a deep
silence for the space of a few seconds. Then, as
if they suddenly realized that it should be answered, more than half of those present roared
out the words:
"I do."
"Ah!" and the young, deadshot smiled and
nodded in a satisfied way. "I'm mighty glad to
see thei-e are so many of you who do. That's
all, gentlemen. I am much obliged to you."
This seemed to be the cue for the judge to
speak, for he promptly moved a few paces from
the bar and exclaimed:
"Boys, I ordered that young galoot to git away
from ther spot where him an' his gang put up
their tents. He wouldn't go. Now then, I want
ter ask yer a question."
He paused for probably half a minute, and
then continued:
"W,ho's ther justice of ther peace of this here
camp?"
"You are!" came the almost unanimous reply.
"Good!" and Needle Bob smiled triumphantly,
at the same time shooting a glance at our hero.
"Now another question," he added. "What I say
has got to go, ain't it?"
"Of course it has," a dozen or more shouted,
promptly.
"Jedge,'' said the big man with the smiling
face, as he shrngged his shoulders rather nervously, "I don't exactly think that what you say
has got to, go. Yer might say somethin' that was
dead wrong, an' that woqldn't mean that it had to
go, especially if there was a strong objection ter
it. I hea'.rd Rattler Ike say a few minutes .a go
that this young feller's name is Young Wild--: ·
West, ther Champion Deadshot. I never seen him
afore, but I've heard say that he's jest as square
an' white as they make 'em. Now, i-f he don't
want ter do what you say, how has what yer say
got ter go? In this case it won't go. Do yer see
what I'm drivin' at?"
"So you're turnin' ag'in me, are 'yer, Baby?"
cried the judge, his eyes flashing with anger.
"I always thought you was a good friend of
mine. But now I know different. But when you
turn ag'in me you had better look out for yourself. You're listenin' to what I say, I reckon?"
"That's all right, jedge," was the smiling reply.
"Don't git mad about it. I was asked if I believed in a square deal, an' I said I did. But I
reckon ther most of us here said that, an' I'll
bet that if it comes to ther test everyone as said ,
it will stick to it. I know you feel a little mad
'cause Young Wild West and his friemls wouldn't
do as you told 'em. But that's all right. You
are <lead wrong in <loin' what yer did, so you
bad better let it d1·op. If you take ther advice
of me, ther baby of ther camp, you'll sorter
apologize to Young Wild West. Then everything
will be all right."
"Me apologize!" roared the judge, as he
brought his feet down upon the floor with such
force as to make the building shake. "I reckon
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that's somethin' I never done in my life. I don't
care who ther boy is. I never heard tell of Young
Wild West, nor I don't care for him, either."
Wild thought' it was about time to say something, so he quickly stepped forward, and as
quick as a flash he caught the man by the collar
and swung him nearly off his feet.
"See here, judge," he said, coolly, keeping hold
of the man's shirt collar, "I reckon you're looking
for trouble. Now then, if you don't apologize
right away I will knock you flat on your back."
"An' ther galoot as lays his hand on a gun will
git a dose of hot lead," added Cheyenne Charlie,
quickly, as he whipped out his brace of revolvers.
. A deathly silence followed the remarks of our
hero and the scout. For the space of fully fifteen seconds no one said a wo:l'd or made a move.
Then the judge, realizing that he must do something to hold his reputation, made an effort to
free himself from the grasp of the boy, at the
same time · sliding his hand toward the holster
that hung at his side. Spat! Wild's arm shot
forward like a piston, his fist catching the man
squarely between the eyes. Down he went like
a log.
"There you are, judge!" he said, coolly, as he
stood over him. "I reckon you have got a case on
hand. Whenever you are ready I am. Go ahead
and try it. Call up your jury."
Suddenly the big, good-natured-looking miner
called Baby took off his hat and waved it over
his head.
"Three cheers for Young Wild West!" he
shouted in a voice that shook the rafters. · "Everybody join in."
Then it was that a cheer went up that could
not be other than pleasing to our hero and the
scout. They had the majority on their side, that
was certain. The "jedge," as he was called, soon
arose to a sitting posture, but he was still in a
dazed condition, so a couple of his friends hastened to his aid and assisted him to his feet. He
was led to a chair and then some one was kind
enough to hand him a glass of liquor. He knew
enough to accept this and he swallowed it at a
gulp. Then he placed his hands upon his forehead and felt of the lump that was slowly rising
there. He drew his handkerchief from a pocket
and after moppi:ng his face took a look around
the room. The grinning faces of those who were
tickled at what had happened fairly maddened
him.
"What did ther boy hit me with?" inquired the
.
judge.
"\Vith his fist, of course."
"Go on an' catch hold of him!" roared the
judge, as he sprang to his feet. "He's got ter
be tried, an' I reckon nothin' sort of hangin' will
be his fate. I want everybody ter know that since
I've been elected justice of ther peace of Big
Casino I'm goin' ter carry ther law to its full
extent. Ther position I hold is a mighty high
one, an' anyone as insults me has got to suffer
for i~"
"Shet up, you sneakin' coyote," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, his eyes flashing. "Ther first thing
yer know I'll chuck yer out of ther l;mildin'. You
may be a justice of ther peace, but that don't
make no difference to me. Now jest say another
word, an' out yer go."
"Arrest him, too," shrieked the man, as he
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stamped his feet madly upon the floor. "Hurry
up. Catch 'em 1'oth. Git ther Chinaman, -too,
while you're about it."
Cheyenne Charlie did not wait an instant. His
right hand seized him by the ankle and up went
the judge upon his shoulder.
"Clear ther track," yelled the scout. "Whoopee,
whoopee! Wow, wow! Here we go!"
Straight to the doorway he dashed, and then
stooping suddenly he hurled the man . fully ten
feet from him. If it had not been that there
was plenty of sand where he struck it might have
been the last of Needle Bob, the· justice of the
peace. As it was, he was so badly shaken that
he was unable to rise. But some of his friends
quickly ran to his rescue, and many of them
uttered bitter words against the scout for wbat
he had done. But no one decided to pull a gun,
so Charlie let it go at that. It seemed that the
majority of the crowd was tickled immensely over
what had happened.
Soon the judge was carried in and placed
upon the chair he had vacated a few minutes before. He was very humble now, and when another drink had been brought him he swallowed
it and then leaned back in his chair and said
nothing. Cheyenne Charlie was going to say
something to him, but Wild caught him in time
and a warning glance told him to keep silent.
"Let him alone," he said, in a whisper. "There's
no use of stirring him "4P any more. I reckon
he has had about enough of it. It may be that
be will think it over in the morning and come and
apologize."
"That's right," and the scout grinned. "Maybe
he'll come an' apologize to us for lmockin' ther
duff out of him. Ha, ha ha!"
"Well, if he apologizes for interfering with us
it will be no more than right for us to tell him
that we are sorry for what we did to him,
,
Charlie."
"Yes, that's right, I s'pose. But you kin bet
all you're worth, Wild, that he won't say he's
sorry for interferin' with us. He ain't that kind
of a galoot. If I ain't mistaken he's a regular
scoundrel. Somehow, he has managed to git to
be ther boss of this here camp, an' I'll bet he's
been doin' crooked work right along."
"Maybe's you're right, Charlie. It struck me
when I first looked at him that he was anything
but an honest man. But he ceJ:tainly is one of
the kind who hardly knows when he has got
enough. Of course when you threw him out in
that way it was quite enough to settle him. I
reckon that would have about settled anyone. He
fell heavily enough to break every bone in his
body."
Hop, Wild noticed, had been hitting the tanglefoot quite frequently and he determined to call a
halt to it. He decided that it would be best for
him to go back to the camp, so when he and
Charlie got ready to go a fe-w minutes later he
looked at Hop and said:
"You come along with us. I reckon we want
you to be a little straight in the morning, since
we are going to do a little prospecting. I have
made up my mind to stake out a ::!aim here in
Big Casino, and if there is any golc, dust to be
found, I reckon we will come pretty near finding
it."
Then he bade good-night to .eve1ybodv, and th,
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three then left the tavern and proce~ded to the
carnr.

young deadshot said, for he had so much confi~ence in him that he could not possibly be
rmstaken .
•
"I ,,rec~on i_f that's the case I'll try my luck
CHAPTER !IL-Arietta Dlscoverfl A Gold Mine. here,.
said J 1m, as he took a pick and started
wo1·kmg among the rocks.
The night passed quietly enough to our friends,
But it was little soil that he could dig up howsince they were far enough away ffom the tavern
e_ver, and as he found nothing that even iooked 1
not to be disturbed by the sounds that came from like
'
quartz, he soon gave it up.
it. At sunrise they were up and stirring. It
few
a
Arietta,
said
J_im,"
pick,
~~e
have
me
_"Let
looked
they
as
and
promised to be a fine day,
I am gomg to try and dislodge
around and saw the mountains that completely mmute_s later.
surrounded the spot they could not help but that piece of gray rock that looks as though it
notice that_.it was a very beautiful scene, indeed. h~d become wedged in the brownstone of the
"This prace certainly looks as though there cliff."
"All ri&"ht," the boy answered, as he handed
oughter be gold here, Wild," observed Cheyenne
Charlie when he had taken a good look. "It her_ the. pick. . But I guess you will have quite
sorter strikes me that Big Casino, as they call a time m gettmg that piece loose. The chances
are thi1:t it. is fasiY to the rest, even though the
it, will some time be a big town."
colors 1s different."
"Well, I don't know abo1.:t that, Charlie," our
But Arietta had become imbued with the idea
hero answered, shaking his head. "By the looks
of things the most of it is placer mining here. that she could dislodge it, and she went resolutely
It don't take long to exhaust the yield when you at work. The constant exercise $he was in the
taking made her strong and muscular
get it from the surface, you know. But the kind habit
of mines that pan out well are those that are for a girl, and she could handle a pick almost as
sunk deep into the ground. There is there you well as a man. The second blow she struck at
the upper edge of the piece of gray 1·ock told her
fu.J the rich lodes, you know."
"Yes, I know that. But where there's a placer that it was already loosened and turning to her
companions she exclaimed jubilantly:
there must be a mother lode somewhere."
"I knew I could do it. Now you just watch
The cook had now started a fire and was going ahead with the preparations for breakfast. me get it out."
In half an hour it was ready, and then they all . She kept driving in the pick all the way around
sat down and ate heartily, no one coming to 1t, and before she got to the bottom the stone
disturb them while at the meal. It was a little quivered.
"Look out, Et!" exclaimed Wild, as he quickly
too early for the men to go to work yet, when
they had finished, but they could see several of caught her by the arm and pulled her out of the
them gathered at the store and tavern of the way. "I reckon it is going to fall out now."
mining camp.
The words were scarcely out of his mouth
"Well," said Wild, as he picked up his rifle, when the big boulder that was larger t:lian a
"'I reckon we'll strike out now. We'll leave Hop s~gar bari:el rolled o:7er and fell to the ground
and Wing in charge of the camp. I hardly think with a crash. Then it was that a simultaneous
they will be bothered while we are gone. We cry or surprise left the lips of Young Wild West
will take a pick and shoved along with us and and his companions. The big piece of rock had
concealed the mouth of a dark cave. There was
see what we can do."
"Hadn't I better fetch an ax with us, Wild?" a cave right before their eyes now. As it had
Jim Dart suggested. "It will come in handy to been upon end the opening was quite large •
cut sticks if we happened to want to stake out enough for anyone to go into the cave provided
'
he stooped a little.
a claim."
"Well, by ginger!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"That's right, Jim," was the reply. "Fetch
"Jf that don't beat anything i ev.e r seen. It
the ax, of course."
A few minutes later our hero and his partners sorter looks to me as though somebody might
and the girls left the camp, after first warning ha-ve put that rock there jest for ther pm·pose of
Hop not to leave the place until they returned. hidin' that cave."
Delighted at the discovery she had made
They knew very well that Wing would stay there,
but Hop was somewhat different from his broth- Arietta dropped her pick, and leaning over tried
er. They were soon ascending a rough piece of to pierce the gloom of the interior. A peculiar
ground, and after walking along for a few minu- odor came from the cave, as well as some very
tes they came to· the face ·of a cliff. The nearest fine dust,_ and shi: s_oon f?und herself coughing
staked claim to them was probably a thousand and sneezmg. The girl waited for a few minutes
feet away. They had virtually been following the ~nd then_ shE; again thru~t her head into the open~
course of the brook, and they came to it as they mg. This time everythmg was all right, and aa
she looked at the sides her eyes caught sight of
reached the cliff.
"It looks as though there might have been a several shining particles.
"Wild," she said, turning excitedly toward her
waterfall there once," he observed, as he looked
at his companions. "Right here in this hollow dashing young lover, "if there is not gold in this
spot was the foot of it, too, I reckon. But that cave there is something that looks ve1·y much like
may have been a dozen years ago, or more than it."
Then Wild quickly produced a match, and drop.
that probably."
"It sartinly looks that way, Wild," the scout ping upon his knees, he crawled through the
_.
said.
opening and struck it. As the 'flickering flame
But Charlie always agreed with anything the flared un and lil!'hted uu the darkn<>-"~ "'it.hill
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both sides of the cave showed up with glistening
particles of brightness.
"Quartz rock, I reckon," observed the boy. "But
hold on!"
His hand had now touched one of the shining
snots, and as his finger 1:ail pressed upon it he
found that was something much softer than
quartz t!1ere. A piece came off, and holding it
between his thumb and forefinger, he quickly crept
outside into the light. It was but a tiny particle
that he held before his friends, and was of a
reddish color. But they all knew what it was.
It was virgin gold!
"Et," said the boy, coolly, turning to his sweetheart, "I reckon you are in luck. No one but you
would have thought of trying to dislodge that big
boulder, and by doing it you have unearthed a
regular gold mine. I am satisfied that this is
correct. We11, I reckon we will stake out a claim
here, a11 right."
Arietta was certainly a delighted girl.
"Wild," said she, looking at her dashing young
lover with brightening eyes, "if it happens that
we have struck it rich here I will see to it that
a town is formed on the spot where Big Casino
now stands. I will name the town, too."
"~'ell, don't figure on that too much, Et," was
the reply. "It may be that there is not so very
much gold in there, after all. I reckon we will
have to look and see. Jim, suppose you go back
to the camp and get a.lantern. But say!"
Jim had already started, and he turned to see
what his partner wanted.
"I don't know but that it would be a good
idea to move our whole outfit he1·e and pitch our
camp right here," added our hero.
"All right," was the reply. "I reckon it won't
take the two Chinamen long to load the packhorses. If you say so, I'll stay long enough to
see that this is done, and then we'll come up together."
"All right; go ahead. Charlie and I will cut
some stakes and pace off our claim while you
re gone."
The distance to the camp was nearly half a
mile, but Jim started at a brisk walk and soon
neared it. As he came within a couple of hundred yards of the spot he was surprised to see
half a dozen men there talking angrily to the two
Chinamen. One of them was Needle Bob, the
justice of the peace. Jim Dart was not a bit
afraid of the men, for fear was something that
he was not much acquainted with. He hurriert
forward, and as the men turned to look at him,
·
he called out:
"Well, what's the trouble, judge?"
"I don't know as there's any trouble, young
feller," was the quick reply. "But we've decided
to stake out this claim-that is, Joe Brady has."
"W~ll, that's all right. Go ahead and stake
out your claim. We will leave it right away."
The half a dozen miners who were there looked
at the boy in surprise.
"You're willin' to leave?" queried the judge,
looking at the boy as though he had not quite
understood him.
"Yes, we will quit it right away, since you want
to stake it out. We didn't go to that trouble, so
I suppo:se the first to come are the first to be
served. Go ahead and stake it out."
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Then the boy turned to Hop and Wing and
added:
"You two fellows get a hustle on you and load
up the pack-horses."
Hop and Wing were as much surprised as
were the six villains. But they could tell that
Jim was not joking, so they quickly started in to
obey what he said. One of the men had an ax,
and a pile of sharpened sticks lay on the ground
near by. But he made no effort to drive any of
them into the ground.
"Why don't you go ahead?" asked Jim, as he
proceeded to saddle his horse. "What are you
waiting for?"
"Go on, Joe, an' stake her out," said the judge,
nodding to the man he had called Brady.
"All right, Jedge," was the reply, and then a
stake was driven into the ground and the fellow
started to pace off the distance to the spot where
he proposed to place another.
Meanwhile Jim had saddled all the horses, for
that was the easiest way to get the saddles and
bridles to the new spot they had selected to make
their camp. When he had done this he turned to
and assisted Hop and Wing to get the outfit
upon the pack-horses. The whole thing did not
take more than twenty minutes, and then mounting his horse Dart gave a nod to the astonished
villains and said:
"There you are, judge. Go ahead ·and help
yourself. I don't care how many claims you
stake out. It happens that we have got a claim
up there by the cliff. We are going to work it
too, and if we don't make a change in Big
Casino before long I'll miss my guess."
Then Jim rode off, leading the horses, the
Chinamen b1-inging up the rear and leading the
pack-horses. They were not long in joining their
friends at the mouth of the cave, and when Jim
told them how surprised the judge and his companions had been there was a laugh all around.

CHAPTER IV.-The Judge and His Gang Do
Some Scheming.
The judge had been nicknamed Needle Bob
because some of his friends said he was as sharp
as a needle; but sharp as he was, he was completely stumped when he found how willing Jim
Dart was to quit the spot Young Wild West
had chosen for his camp. Of course Needle Bob
was a villain. But he was one of the sort who
managed to conceal the fact pretty well. When
he realized that he had carried his point, and
very easily at that, he looked at his villainous
followers and said :
"We11, I reckon that ain't 450 bad, boys. It
must be th:tt Young Wild West an' his pards has
come to ther ccmclusion, after sleepin' over it, tha~
it was best to let me have my own way. It
sorter looks that way, anyhow."
"It sartinly does, jedge," retorted the m:m
called Joe Brady. "It must have been that thev
set out early this moring to hunt up another
place ter stop at. But that galoot of a boy s'lid
as how they had struck it rich under ther cliff.
Mayoe he didn't f-ay it exactly in that way, but
that's what he meant, I reckon."
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"Well, he only done that for a bluff, maybe,"

judge usually sat when he tried the cases that
were brought before him. This little niche was
"That's all right," nodded the judge. "If it what , might properly be called the office. As
happens that they have struck anything that's Needle Bob led his men into the shanty he pointworth while up there I reckon we'll soon manage ed to the long bench that -1·an across the space
to git it away from 'em. Joe, you jest make it .that divide<l: the rest of the shanty from the your business to sneak up that way an' find out office and said:
jest how many paces it is from -ther next claim.
"Sit down, boys. You'll take ther jury's seat,
When you have done this come right hack to my I reckon."
·
office. Then I'll go over to ther store an' look at
Then he closed the door and slid the bolt
ther map that's there. By doin' that it will be across, so that they could not possibly be inmighty easy for us to git possesion of that claim, terrupted. Joe Brady had not gone to do the
if we . want ter."
spying and measuring he had been told to but
"Providin' that Young Wild West will let yer, had come with them to the shanty. But probjedge," observed an undersized man with a hatch- ably he was one of the sort who needed more
et face and small beady eyes, who was known instructions. The judge must have thought this
as Cleaver.
wa" for he now called for him to rise.
The:re was a grin on the face of this individual
"Joe," said he, "I reckon yer know jest what
as he spoke, which showed that he had a way of to do."
.r
looking rather deep into things.
"Tell me ag'in an' then I'll be sure about it"
"I reckon he'll let us take possession, all right," was the reply.
.
'
snapped the judge, who evidently did not like
"Well, all ybu have got to do is ter sneak up
the way t4e man spoke. "You see how he give that wa-y so yer ,can't be seen by Young Wild
into us in this case."
West, or any of his crowd, an' then strike a
"That's all right, jedge_/' was _the reply. "This line from where they are to ther nearest claim
case is one thing an' that case is another. They Pace this off, an' be sure to count jest how many
never tried to look for any gold here, it ain't paces it is, an' then come back here and report."
"All right," Brady answered. "I reckon I kin
likely; but up there they are. That boy said so,
an' I'll bet all I'm worth that he meant what do that, jedge. I'll go 1·ight away."
"Go on, an' hurry up back."
he said. They's struck it rich up there as much
The judge then found a box of cigars and
as anything. Yer all know that ther ground is
full of gold dust around these parts. It's one passed them around. The . villains chatted away
of ther richest sections of ther country, an' it's on variQus topics, but principally about the posfunny to me that there ain't some kind of a sibility that Young Wild West and his friends
syndicate come here afore this to buy up ther had struck it rich up under the cliff. In this
claims an' put up a smeltin' pl4nt. I s'pose it's way a little over half an hour passed, and then
because there's so many thick-headed galoots here Brady came back and knocked upon the door.
what don't 'know enough ter understand what's He was at once admitted by the judge, who looked
good for 'em. Ther most of 'em seem satisfied at him sharply and promptly came to the conto git jest enough to pla-y draw poker an' buy clusion that he had been successful. The expression of the man's face told that quite well.
all ther liquor they want."
"See here, Cleaver!" exclaimed the judge, an"Well, how did yer make out, Joe?" the judge
grily. "You don't mean to say that I'm one of asked.
that kind, do you?"
.
·
"Fine," was the reply. "I managed to sneak
"No, jedge, I didn't say that. I said ther up within about two hundred feet of where they
most of 'em. That sartinly don't put you in it, was. Then I got me line an' paced it off, ther
does it? If I'd said all of 'em, it would mean rocks hidin' me as I done it. It's jest three
you an' me an' everybody else. I ain't classin' hundred an' fifty-one paces to ther next claim,
me an' you in it at all, jedge. You're ther sharp- which is ther one that's bein' worked by Bill
est man in ther camp; an' I sorter reckon that Duncan."
probably I come next, though I don't want ter
"You're sure of that, eh, Joe?"
brag about it."
"Sartin sure of it," was the reply. "I took
The 1·est of the villains grinned at this re~ good big steps, too."
"Well, at a rough guess, then, it's about a
mark, for they all knew that Cleaver was certainly a pretty sharp fellow. If it came to the thousand feet. I reckon that will be near enough.
point they would back him against the judge Now then, you fellows wait here till I go over
any time. But this was as far as wit was con- to ther store."
cerned, and wit does not always count. The vilThe judge put on his hat and placing the
lains did not do any more than to drive the second cigar in the left corner of his mouth sallied
stake. The judge was satisfied now, so he headed forth with a pompous air. Since he had been
for his office, which was a small shanty that elected to the important position of justice of
wa, located next to the store of the camp. A the peace he had "put on airs" quite a little. The ~rudely painted sign told that it was the office of government maps of that region of the country
the justice of the peace, so no one could possibly were quickly placed at his disposal by the storemiss it. There was but one room to the shanty, keeper, and tp.en it was not long before Needle
and this was used not only for an office, but Bob located about the exact spot where Young
for cooking and sleeping purposes as well. The Wild West and his friends had decided to make
judge had in some way managed to secure quite their quarters. Since he already owned a claim,
a respectable-looking desk, and this was placed the judge could not stake out another. But
near the poor of the 9hanty, in such a way as there was a man in his crowd named Pete. Smithto leave a small place in front of it, where the ers who wa.J eligible to own a claim.
1poke up one of the others."
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"Well, then, I reckon you didn't stake this
"Jake I reckon yer kin put down this here
claim f~r Pete Smithers," he said, as he marked claim out. Go ahead, boss. Cheyenne Charlie
the spot with a pencil. "He'll go up there an' is the man who owns the claim. Just fix up t he
papers."
·at;ake her out some time to-day."
"Hold on!" cried the judge, sharply. "I reckon
"All right, judge," was the reply. "As soon
as he stakes it out I'll give him his number for it I'm ther justice if ther peace of Big Casino, an'
an' enter it, so when ther government men comes what I says has got to go. I says this claim
around it will be all straight. But it are my belongs to Pete Smithers."
instructions to know for certain that a claim is
"What do you know about it, judge?" Wild
staked out before I can enter it an' give a num- asked, a smile playing about his lips. "You haveber to ther one as does it."
n't even looked at the map yet, so how do you
"Well that will be all right. I'll see ter that. know what claim you are talking about?"
You go 'ahead an' mark it down right away." .
"You jest keep your mouth shet, anyhow,"
The storekeeper said he would, and satisfied spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, his eyes fl.ashing. "If
with what he had done, the judge went on out yer don't I'll chuck yer out of ther .door, samtl as
I done it at ther tavern last night. I don't care
and returned to his office.
"Well, boys, I reckon everything is fixed," he if you're justice of the peace or not. You say
said, smiling at the waiting villains. "That that what you says has got to go; I sa,y it ain't."
The judge wilted at once.
claim wliere Young Wild West is located is ther
"All right, Jake. You kin do as you please
property of us. I've had Pet's name put down
on it. Pete Smithers, that claim is yours. All's about it," he said to the storekeeper. "But I've
you have got to do is to go over to ther store told yer that ther claim up there, which is a
property of us. I've had Pete's name put down thousand feet from Bill Duncan's claim, off t o
you have staked it out. Then your name will be ther left in a straight line along ther face of
put down an' you'll git your number. It are ther cliff, is Pete Smithers' claim. Now then,
more than likely that Young Wild West an' his you kin do as you please about it. I won't say
pards will do ther stakin' out for yer, so that nothin' more."
"You had better not," the scout spoke up,
will save yer a whole lot of trouble. Ha, ha, ha!"
Smit1'ers "Tinned, for it looked to him to be angrily. "Get out of here, you sneakin' coyote."
very much ;f a joke. So well pleased was he
· Charlie made a kick at him, but the judge was
at what he thought he had done, that the judge a little too quick, and he hu_rried through the
produced a bottle of whisky and treated his con- door after Smithers, who had seen fit to start
stituents liberally. Then a game of seven-up ahead of him. Back to the office the two villains
was started and they played for small stakes went, feeling in anything but a pleasant frame
until about an hour had elapsed. The judge of mind.
"Well, boys, I reckon we've been dished," the
decided it was about time for Smithers to go
judge said to those in waiting. "Young Wild
over and make his report at the store.
"I reckon I'd better go with yer, Pete," he West an' his pard got there ahead of us. Ther
said. "Come on. I'll see that ther thing is done big galoot they call Cheyenne Charlie has got
in ther right shape. All's you've got to do is ther claim. But never mind. I reckon we'll git
to swear that you have staked ther claim out." it away from 'em, if it's worth anything. You
"J reckon I kin do that easy enough," the vil- jest leave that to me. There's ways of doin'
;Jain retorted, for there was no doubt but that things without fightin', yer know. I'll think up
· lie regarded an oath as nothing at all.
a plan that will work all right, see if it don't."
As the two left the office they were surprised
to see Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
just entering the store.
"I wonder what them galoots is up to?" said CHAPTER V.-Hop Gets Ready for Some Fun.
the judge, looking rather uneasy.
"It sorter looks as though they might be ahead
Jim Dart had told Wild what the judg-e said
of me on my claim," Smithers retorted.
about staking out the claim, of course. Though
"Wei), come on; let's see, anyhow."'
he had not acted right away, Wild concluded
As the two entered the store they found the that it would be advisahle to go to the store and
clashing young deadshot and his partner looking have the matte1· fixed up in the usual way. The
result was that the claim had been staked out,
over the claim map.
"Jake," said the judge, quickly, "here's Pete and then accompanied by the scout he made his
come. to git his claim numbered. He's staked way to the store, reaching it just in time to get
her out, all right."
ahead of the judge and Smithers. The papers
"Well, .iudge," the storekeeper answered, co:r>- were duly made out in the name of Cheyenne
fusedly, "I reckon there must be some sort of Charlie, and the number was given him, for the
' mistake about this. Here's a man who says he store-keeper could do nothing fllse . But it was
has jest staked out ther claim. , His name is evident that he did not like to incur the disCheyenn& Charlie."
pleasure of the ,iw,tice of the peace, and when
"It can't be the1· same claim," spoke up Smith- he remarked something· to that effect our hero
ers, quickly. "I jest come from there, an' I'm looked at him, and said:
mighty sartin that I made no mistake about it."
"You
,, seem to be a sort
. of intelligent man, Mr.
"Did you see anyone there when you did the
staking?" Young Wild West asked, in his cool
. "Hazen is my name," said the storekeeper,
and easy way as he looked at the man.
quickly; "Jack Hazen."
"Well, no," Smithers answered, his gaze drop"Well, Jack Hazen, do you regard Needle B::ib
ping before the look the boy g-ave him.
as being the boss of this minim? camn?"

__
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" "Well, he's considered to be a putty smart man,"
was the reply. "He got elected by ther boys by a
big majority, too. That means that he's got a
whole lot to say about things, I s'pose.''
"Well, you don't e~actly believe that he's a
strictly honest man, do you?"
"I wouldn't like to say about that," and the
storekeeper shrugged his shoulders.
"Well, I'll tell you what I think about the
judge. He's an unprincipled scoundrel. He's a
rank coward, too, but he does his work in the
dark. He's not the sort to openly abuse any one
and carry out his villainy. Of course he puts up
a bluff, and if that fails to work he tries other
means, I have read him through and through,
and this is the conclusion I have come to. Now
then, I suppose he means to make tro1:1ble for us
up there under the cliff. But just let him go
ahead. I don't care how many men he has got
at his back, either."
"Well, I reckon he's got some putty bad ones,"
Jake Hazen ventured to say.
"Why don't you own up that you are afraid of
the judge and his crowd?"
"Well; I'll tell yer," and the storekeeper looked
at the boy squarely. "I'm in business here, an' I
find that ther easiest way is theT best. I don't
mind telling yer, since you have gone so far as to
ask me all about it, that I don't think much of
ther judge an' ther crowd he keeps in with. But ·
what am I to do? Ee holds ther position of justice of ther peace, an' he kin sartinly make it
warm for me, if he wants to. He's got ther power
to select ther jury, you know, an' if anything goes
ag'in a man in ther camp, an' ther judge is bound
to convict him, you kin bet he'll do it every time.
It's best for me to sorter keep in with him."
Wild looked at him in surprise.
"Haven't you figured it out that the judge and
his crowd are in the minority?" he a sked, after
a pause.
"No," was the reply. "I ne'(er thought of anything like that."
.
"Well I know that to be a fact. It was proved
last night at the tavern, when I gave the judge a
good thrashing. Two-thirds of those present
were much pleased over it, and the way they
cheered told plainly that they had little use for
the judge. It was -the same way when Cheyenne
Charlie threw him out of the barroom and nearly broke his neck. He had friend s there, of
cours·e, but they were in the minority. They
dared not do a thing. It may have been that
when the judge was elected that he was better
thought of than he is at pre sent."
"I guess that's about ther way it is," admitted
the storekeeper. "But I s'pose there's goin' ter
be some trouble about this here thing. Ther judge
will have it that Pete Smithers is entitled to that
claim, an' you folks will be brought up for trial.
for takin' possession of it. I'll be brought up,
too, for givin' you ther papers an' n_umber an' ()n·
tering ther name of Cheyenne Charlie as ther man
who has took ther claim. Ther jedge will select
his own jury a,n' ther result will be that ther case
will go ag'in us."
"Don't you worry about that," said Wild, with
a laugh. "I reckon we will show the judge how
to conduct a case, if he happens to make one out
of it. You take my advice and stick to everything yo·J have done. You had better keep those

maps in a secure place, and the papers, also. I
see you have got a safe theTe. Just put them in
that and be careful who you let see them."
"All right, Young Wild West. I'll do jest ar
you say. I hea1·d about what happened last
night, an' I allowed 'that there would be trouble
afore many hours. But it' seems that you know
jest what to do. I'll do jest as you say."
"Well, if the judge gets to piling it on to you
too thick, you just send word up to us. I don't
want you or any one else to think that we have
come here for the purpose of running the camp;
but we have a way of straightening out crooked
things, you know. We can't help it, it seems.
This seems to be a very healthy camp, and it's a
shame that such a man as Needle Bob should be
allowed to run things his own way."
"All right, Young Wild West. I'll do jest as
you say," again declared the stor ekeeper.
Our hero and the scout now left the store and
proceeded over to the tavern. They were just in
time to see Hop going in. The clever Chinaman
had taken advantage of Wild's absence to make .
a trip to the mining camp. Of course it was easy'·
to guess what he had come for.
"There goes ther heathen," said the scout, grinning. "I reckon he can't keep away from a
wl1i sky-mi1l. It ain't because he's got to have
whisky, though; it's more because-he likes to raise
ther dickens, an' that's jest ther kind of a place
to do it in. I s'pose he'll be gamblin' with somebody afore long, 'cause there's always them as
will do it with him, no matter how much they're
told not ter."
·
·
"That's right, Cha1·lie," Wild an swered. "Well,
I don't know as there is any use of interfering
with Hop. The fact is that there is nothing much
for him to do, so let him go ahead and have his
fun. I hardly think he will get hurt here, because
it seems to me that the majority of the miners are
not that sort. The bad element appears to be
afraid of the rest."
They went into the tavern and found no on~
there but the man in charge and Hop. The
miners were all at work, it seemed, save those
who had gathered at the judge's office. It was not
the proprietor of the place who was doing duty
that morning. He had remained up so late that
it was necessary for him to get his sleep during
the forenoon. The man there now was a rather
old fellow with a very bald head and gray whiskers. Neither of our friends had seen him the
night befbre. Hop was talking to him glibly ;,ts
Wild and Charlie came in. He looked around
when he saw them and acted rather sheepish.
Probably he felt that he would be ordered back
to the camp.
. "Me havee lillee pain, Misler Wild, so me allee
samee comee ·here to gittee lillee dlop of tanglefoot," he declared, giving the time-worn excuse. .
"Well, that's' all right, Hop," the boy replied. "
"Go ahead and get your tanglefoot; But just be
careful and not drink too much, that's all."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Celestial's
face lighted up with a happy smile.
"Good mornin'," said the old man, as he nodded
to our hero and the scout. ·"I reckon I know
who yer are. I hea1·d a lot of talk about yer when
I took ther place of ther boss this mornin'. You're
Young Wild West an' Cheyene Charlie, ain't yer?"
"I reckon you have got that just right, old fel-
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',low," Charlie retorted, with a grin. "How long
have you been around this pa1't of ther country?"
"Well, I've only been in Big Casino a week,"
~as. the reply. "I come up from Yuma. I lived
down there a long time, yer .know. My name are
Sam Skink."
•
"Lat velly nicee, so be," spoke up Hop, as he
helped himself to a second dl'ink from the bottle
that had been placed before him. "You velly
nicee man, so be. Me likee you.
Me havee
showee you nicee lillee tlick, allee samee. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
It was just then that the judge and his five villainous associates entered the tavern. Then it
was that Hop decided that he would do something
to not only give the bartender a surprise, but the
rest as well. It was evident that the judge and
his companions were not aware that Young Wild
West and the scout were in the tavern when they
entered. Their faces told that plainly. But they
came right on in and walked to the bar.
"Velly niooe day, so be," vent1,ned Hop, smiling
at them in his bland way.
"Nfl,ody said it wasn't, heathen," answered
Cleavei·, scowling at him.
"Lat light. · You havee lillee dlink with me.
You velly nicee Melican man, so be."
"Do yel' want ter ti·eat, heathen?"
The h:~.tehet-faced villain spoke in a milder tone
of voice now.
"Yes, me wantee tleat allee hands; me velly
muchee sport, so be; me allee samee Melican
man."
Probably the villains would have refused the
invitation if Young Wild West had not been
there. But they stepped up when the glasses
-Were put on the bar, no doubt feeling that it was
best to humor the Chinaman. Hop pulled Cleaver
next to him, and while _h e was in the act he
<iropped a small quantity of whitish powder in the
glass that had been set out for him.
·

CHAPTER VI.-The Death Mine.
So clever was Hop Wah in doing his little
b!icks that no one in the room saw him when he
dropped the powder into · the glass. The bo~tle
containing the liquo1· the bartender put out berng
directly before him, the clever Chinee promptly
took it and handed it to Cleaver.
.
"You velly nicee man," he said, smiling at him.
~'You pouree um dlink out fi.l'st, so be."
"All right, heathen," was the reply. "I'll go
yer."
.
The villain took the glass containing the powder in one hand, and with the other seized the
bottle and raised it to put some of the ~ntents
;,into the glass. Just as the liquor came to the
""neck of the bottle Hop managed to give his arm
a tip, and the result was that it gushed forth in
a stream. Then it was that something happened.
There was a strange hissing sound for the fraction of a second, and then the glass exploded in
the v.illain's hand, the contents flying in the air:
"Jumpin' buffaloes!" cried the -victim of the
Chinaman's joke as he stepped back, from the bar.
"What done that, I wonder?"
·
But his companions were as much surprised as
he was, and they looked at him in dismay. Wild
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and Cha.rlie kn~w very well that Hop had played
a trick on the fellow, though they did not know
just how he managed to do it. The fact was that
Hop had been sprinkled with the contents of the
glass alm,ost as much as his victim, and he stood
there blinking like an owl, acting as though he
could not understand what it all meant.
"What done that, anyhow?" asked the bartender, looking at our he:ro and the scout, as
though he expected them to answe1· his question.
"I'm sure I couldn't tell you," Wild answered
quickly. "It must be queer sort of stuff you are
s~lling. I never saw tanglefot act that way before."
"S'pose it had waited till ther galoot swallowed
it· down afore it exploded," spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie, grinning and shaking his head. "It
might have blowed him all apart."
"Lat velly stlange," declared Hop, as he brushed
his clothing and looked at his victim. "Whattee
mattee, anyhow, so be?"
Of course no one could tell him what was the
matter, so shaking his head he walked back to the
bar and took up the bottle. He held it up and
looked through it, and then satisfied that it was all
right, he poured some of tµe contents into his
own glass. Then he stepped back quickly and
watched it, as though he expecte<;J. it was going to
explode. But nothing of the kind happened, and
after half a :rrinute he took it and swallowed the
contents of the glass."
"Lat allee light," he declared, as he patted his
stomach affectionately. "Evelybody takee li1lee
dlink."
·
"I reckon I don't want none of it," declared
Cleaver, shaking his head.
"Go on," said . the judge quickly. "It sorter
strikes me that probably ther heathen played a
little trick on yer. They say he's· a sleight-ofhand performer, yer know. It ain't likely sich a
thing as that will happen ag'in."
"All right, then ; I'll try it."
A fresh glass was given to him and he rather
gingerly poured some of the liquor into it. Then
all hands followed his example, and swalloweci
their drinks.
"How much you wantee?" Hop asked Sam
Skink, the bartender.
Neither Wild nor Charlie had taken anything.
:ilo the bartender promptly replied that it amount·ed to three dollars, since whisky was fifty ce11ts
a drink.
"Allee light," Hop answered, as he tossed a fivedollar gold piece upon the bar. "But Misler Wild
and Misler Charlie no havee sometling. Maybe
ley allee sm.nee takee cigar."
This they did to please him, and the~ Skink
gave him a doilar change, charginf; {tfty cents
apiece for the cigars as well as the drinks. Hop
was not yet s~tisfied. He did not believe 'his victim understood that a trick had been played upon
him, so he meant to give it to him a little plainer,
so to speak. But he d~cided to bring the bartenrlel' into the game, too. He had several loaded cigars in... his pockets, some of them containing colored fire, and others just common gunpowder.
The loaded cigar trick is a time-wo·rn one, but it
always takes, no matter where it is worked. Ther::i
is something about it that is decidedly humornu~,
and it is only the victim who does not laugh ai it.
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"Me likee havee lillee smokee, so be," :said Hop
suddenly as he looked at Wild.
·
The young deadshot took the cue right away.
"All right," he said, nodding to the bartender.
'_'I rec~on we'.11 all si:noke. I know the judge feels
Just like trymg a cigar now. I can tell that by
the way he looks."
This was said in a sarcastic way, but it hit the
mark, just the same.
"Sartin, I'll smoke,". the rascally leader of the
claim jumpers answered.
The box was passed around, and as Cleaver was '
not quite near enough t9 tak-e one at the time,
Hop took one from the box for him. But he did
not give him the one he took from the box, however. He cleverly changed it for one that contained a charge of colored fire. This was easy for
him to do, so his victim took it, never once suspecting that there was anything wrong about it.
Then the Chinaman quickly nodded to Skink and
a_sked him for a glass that was perfectly dry.
"Me showee you um velly nicee lillee tlick, so i
be," he explained.
"All right," and the bartender quickly gave him
the glass.
The clever Chinee was not long in pouring the
glass half full of loose gunpowder.
"You puttee lat on um shelf," he said, nodding
to Skink.
"What fer?" was the reply.
"Me showee you nicee lillee tlick,"
"Oh, all right, then. But I can't see where
ther trick's comin' in."
"You see pletty quickee, so be."
The distance to the shelf from the edge of the
bar was probably six feet, and taking Cleaver by
the arm Hop pulled him along until he was directly opposite. Then he struck a match, and
after lighting his own cigar held it so Cleaver
might light his. The hatchet-faced man thanked
him, and began puffing away.
"Now Jen," said Hop, "you keepee um cigar
etlaight in you mouth and you watchee lat glass."
"What will happen if I do?" came the question.
"Sometling velly nicee, so be. Me showee you
um lillee tlick."
.
"Go ahead and do as he says, Cleaver," spoke
up the judge. "I told yer he was a sleight-ofhand performer. Maybe we'll see somethin' that's
worth while."
"Well, I'll do it," was the retort.
"Evelybcidy watchee um glass, so be," sai? ~o:p,
as he pointed at it in a mysterious way with his
forefinger.
Then there was a short silence. But it was
suddenly broken by a sputtering hiss, and then a
shower of red fire flew from the end of Cleaver's
ciga1·. It went clear across the bar, and it w'as
only natural that some of the sparks should fall
into the glass of gunpowder. Ba-ang! A muffled report sounded and the building shook as
thouo·h an earthqu"ake had occurred. Pieces of
glas; flew in every direction, and yelling with fear
the bartender scrambled over the bar, as though
he thought his last moment on earth had arrived.
The place was filled with smoke, too, an~ ~ven
Wild and Charlie thought it best to get out m~o
the open air. They were the first ones to do this,
but they had hardly had the chance to look around
when they saw Hop coming around from the re~r.
The fact was that the moment he heard the hiss

from the cigar the clever Chinaman had made a
bolt for the rear door.
. "Ha, ha, h_a!" roa1·ed the scout, as he saw the
Judge and his followers falJing over themselves'~
m a mad effort to get out of the building. "I
reckon ther heathen. sartinly showed 'em a nice
little trick, all right."
"That's right, Chal'lie," said Wild rather seriously. "But I reckon that sort of business has
got to be stopped. He's been doing a little too
much of that thing lately. I'm going to make him
pay for all the damage he did by .that trick."
The owner of the tavern and his wife soon appeared upon the scene. The former had been
awakened froi:n hi~ slumber, and nearly frightened out of his w.i.ts at the explosion he groped
madly about through the smoke until he finally
got outside.
"What was it?!' he gasped, while his wife was
holding upon his arm and shrieking in fear.
"Take it easy," our hero called out. "Don't be
frightened, madam. A little gunpowder exploded
in thE:. place, that is all. I'll see to it that every- ~
thing is made right. I suppose some <lama~ was
done, so we will see what it is and then you can
bet you will be paid for it."
It did not take long to calm the woman and
then she consented to go into the place with her
husband. All hands went in, too, except Hop. He
had heard what Wild said, and he felt that it was
no place for him just then. But · Wild quickly
called out loudly for him, and received ' an answering reply. A couple of minutes later the
clever Chinee walked meekly into the place. It
was found that about a -dozen glasses and four or
five bottles of whisky had been smashed by the
explosion. The smoke had blackened up things
considerably, too; but that did not amount to
much, since cleanliness was something that did
not go for much there. Wild seized Hop by the
collar and pulled him up to the bar.
"Now then, landlord," said he coolly, "just figure up the damage. Here's the galoot that caused
it all. I reckon he'll pay you."
"Me pay velly muchee quickee !" exclaimed Hop,
who was just a little bit frightened at the _way
the young deadshot was acting.
The proprietor thought a moment, and then
said:
"Well, I reckon jest about :forty-five dollars
will pay for what's happened."
. .
"Cheap enough," spoke up the scout, grmnmg
at the meek-looking Chinaman.
Hop did not need to· be told · again, for he
promptly pulled out a buckskin bag and dove into
it with his hand. He quickly pulled out two
twenty-dollar gold pieces and a five.
"Lat pay um bill, so be," he said, forcing a
smile.
"I reckon it will," was the reply, as the owner
of the tavern took the money. "But don't do it ag'in, 'cause if you do my place won't be fit to be
seen."
"I reckon he won't do it again, boss," Wild
spoke up. "He's going to light out for our camp
right away. He's going to show you how fast he
can run too. If he doesn't I'll tickle his heels
with a c~uple of bullets."
The words were scarcely out of the boy's mouth
when Hop glided softly for the door. Out he
went, and started on a run in the direction of the
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Chey- pa1·ted, which showed that it had not changed
enne Charlie laughed heartily, and the judge and from the position the poor fellow died in.
his companions could not help joining in. Th~n
"We'll let it _b e 1·ight where it is fo1· the presour two friend s decided that there was no use m ent," said Wild. "Come on! Let's see the Death
remaining there any longer, so they left the place Mine through."
-and star t ed in .the direction Hop had taken, but
They pushed on past the ghastly relic of hukeeping at a walk. Though neither of them were manity and soon found themselves going through
afraid that the villains would shoot at them, they a sort of gallery. When they had covered perkept a watch behind them as they proceeded. But haps seventy feet our friends came to the end of
no one bothered them, and they soon reached the the passage. Before them was the solid rock
camp. They found Hop sitting meekly on a flat itself, with no signs of the smallest kind of
stone puffing away at a cigar. But the sc;,out crevice. Wild looked above his head. Then it
could not help telling what had happened, and the was that he pave a start. Above him was a wellresult was that everybody had a good laugh at like space and through a very narrow crack the
· the expen se of the clever Chinee.
light of day could be seen.
"Now then," said Wild, after he had told them
"Just cover the lantern a minute, Jim," he said.
how they had been just in time to get possession
Surprised as he was at the suggestion; Dart
of the claim, according to the rule that had been promptly obeyed. Then our hero could see much
set down by the government land agent, "I reckon better.
we'll take a good look inside the cave."
"The man who left his bones here came down
"We were waiting for you, Wild," Arietta an- this way," he said calmly. "This is a sort of
swered. "We thought we would nQt make an in- shaft, and a big rock -is wedged into it about
vestigation until you got back."
twenty feet above us, effectually blocking the way
"Well, that don't make any difference. You out by that way."
could just as well have gone in and looked aTOund
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "I reckas not."
.
on that's right, sure enough. That must have
"Well, we thought it would be best to wait for been ther way ther poor galoot got down here.
you," Jim spoke up.
He strucg it rich all right; but it never •done
"All right. We'll take a look inside now. Jim, him any good. If he'd only knowed that all he
just light a lantern, will you?"
had ter do was ter git ter work at that boulder
Dart was not long in complying with this r e- Arietta loosened he would have been all right."
quest, and then all but the two Chinamel!. prompt"Yes, he was certainly close to freedom, but did
ly entered the mouth of' the cave. By a1d of the not know it," our hero answered.
light thrown out from the lantern they could see
When all had taken a look at what was to be
the shining particles that dotted the walls all seen above them they turned and went back to
around quite plainly. In one spot there was a the cave.
regular glare, it seemed, :Nld as Wild made an ex"Now then," said Wild, "I reckon
see
amination of it he found that there was a chunk about getting some of this stuff out.we I will
reckon
of gold t11ere as large as the hoop of a barrel.
we will make a pretty good thing out of it."
"I don't know how far that runs into the rock,"
he said shaking his head, "but you can bet your
life th~t it is about as pure a s any gold that
was ever put in a melting pot. But come on; CHAPTER VII.~Wild Finds Out What the
let's see wh at's at the rea1· of the · cave."
Claim Jumpers Are Up To.
They went on back, finding that it extended
much further than they had at first thought to be
Before going to work to dislodge the gold from
the case. Suddenly our hero came to an abrupt the sides of the cave Young Wild West and his
halt.
friends went outside. Hop and Wing were there
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed. "I reckon we are just as they had left them.
not the first ones to visit this place. Look there!"
"Have you seen any one around, Hop?" our
As Jim held the light forwar~ all ~a~ds coul~ hero an swed of the clever Chinee.
plainly see a human skeleton m a s1ttmg pos1see um judge and um bad mans with him
tioJ1-, The clothing was all but rotted a;v;:ay, but go"Me
alound lat way, so be," was the reply.
·.
the bones seemed to be in perfect cond1t10n.
He pointed away off towa rd the end of the cliff,
"I reckon we had better call this ther Death
Mine," said Cheyenne Charlie, shrugging his which was half a mile distan t, and Wild gave a
nod.
shoulders.
b "
"I r eckon maybe they are up to something,
"Well this is just about what it looks to e,
" he said to Charlie and Jim. "The chances
our h er~ answered, a s lie stepped a little closer boys
are that they have gone up a little higher, and
to the gruesome find. "It is a mine all right, al'!<i the
first thing we know they'll be directly above
that skeleton is the emblem of death. We will
us somewhere. I r eckon it will be a good idea for
~ call it the Death Mine, a s you say."
.
"I wonder how long it is since the man d_1ed ?" me to go and hunt th em up and find out what they
are up to. The rest of you can go on with the
queried the scout's wife in an awestruck voice.
"A long time, I should say---certainly over a work inside the cave."
It was not yet noon, so the dashing young
year" Wild answered. "There is a mystery about
it, t~o. How he came to be left in here to die is deashot felt that it would be nothing more than
a little exercise for him to make a trip OJ\ foot.
hard-to understand."
Used to all kinds of sights as he was, Young He was positive that Needle . Bob and his gang
Wild West now began making an exami?~tion of would do their level best to gain possession uf the
the skeleton. It was intact. Not a Jomt had claim. This meant that there might be a .arcl
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fight ahead. But the boy cared little for that.
He rather liked such things, in fact.
"Charlie," said he, as he was 1·eady to leave,
"I reckon it will be a good idea for one of you
to come out and take a look around now and
then. It may be that the two Chinamen won't
have their eye's wide open all the time."
"All right, Wild," the scout replied. "You kin
bet I'll be on ther watch."
· "Do:r:i't stay too l,ong, Wild," said _i\rietta.
"Well, I won't be gone longer than an hou;r at
the most," was the reply. "You can ~o ahead and
work until dinner time, and I reckon it won't be
long before you will find me back here to get
something to eat."
.
Rifle in hand, the boy started leisurely along
the foot of the cliff. It was not long before -he
came to the nearest claim, which was being worked by three men, who seemed to be very nice .
fellows. He found one of them to be the owner,
whose name was Bill Duncan.
"I see you have located over there," Duncan
said,
he nodded toward the spot where the two
tents showed up plainly.
"Yes I reckon we may be able to get out a little
dust wbile we are here," Wild answered. "We
don't intend to remain at Big Casino but for a
very few days anyhow; but if we can manage to
find enough g~ld dust to make it pay us we might
stay a little longer than that. But say, Mr.
Duncan! I want to ask you a question. It strikes
me that you are a very fair sort of man, though
I take it that you are not one who has much to
say. Now then, in your opinion, what sort of a
man is Needle Bob, the justice of the peace?"
"Well," replied the miner, as he rested on ~is
shovel, "since you have asked 1;11e th~t qu_es~1on
in a straightforward manner, I 11 answe:i: it Jest
as my feelin's tell me ter. . At one tim; _we
thought ther jedge was a straight man, an Jest
ther one ter hold ther office he's got. But I've
changed my mind since then. He'.s , d?ne a. few
thino-s that don't strike me as bem Jest right.
The~ galoots he's got with him is nothin' more
than claim ' jumpers, an' I've seen jest enough
to make me think that ther jedge plans out what
they do. There's been as many as half a dozen ·
claims jumped in ther past two or three months,
an' I'll bet if ther truth is known, that ther
jedge has got a whole lot of profit from it.. _So
yer kin see that I ain't got much of an op1mon
of ther jedge."
"Ah!" and the young deadshot smiled. "So you
really think then that Needle Bob is the leader of
the claim jumpers?"
"Well I can't think no other way," was the
reply. 1•But I don't know as I want yer to tell
him what I said."
"Oh I wouldn't d9 that, never fear. By the
way, have you seen anything of the judge in the
past half hour?"
"No," and the miner shook his head.
. But since it was in a hollow where the three
men were working they could not have had such
a good chance to see the villains as had Hop from
his position. Wild now walked on an~ at the
next claim he came to he found the big goodnatured miner called Baby. It was, not necessary
to ask him about the judge, since he had seen
quite enough of him the . nigh~ before to understand his feelings on the subJect. Afte1· a few

as

minutes' conversation with him he went on; and
finally he came to the last claim on the stretch.
This was owned by the miner called Rattler Ike,
who had claimed to be a good-hearted bad man.
Wild questioned him a little, and soon found ...
that ~is opinion of _the judge was anything but
complimentary to him. He had seen the judge
and the gang he usually had with him pass
around that way but a short time before, he said.
"I reckon maybe they're prospectin'," he added,
as Wild started to leave.
"Most likely," was the reply. "Or perhaps they
might be looking for a chance to jump somebody's claim."
"Yes, that's right," and the miner grinned.
"That gang is up to them tricks. Jest let 'em
find a claim when there ain't no one there, an'
they'll soon take possession of it, especially if they
think it's worth while."
Our hero now walked rapidly and soon reached
the point where the cliffs sloped down to the level
ground. There was what might be called a deer
path there, and he promptly started to ascend it.
He had not gone far when he came to a spot
where the ground was quite soft, and then he was "'
able to see fresh footprints plainly.
"This was the way they went, no doubt," he
muttered. "Well, now I'll find out if they turned
our way. If they have it means that they're up
to something that don't mean any good to us."
Up he went, and soon he was a hundred feet
above the slope that lay below the cliffs. · The
place was thickly wooded, so it was easy for
him to go on without being seen by anyone. At
every few yards he was able to see the footprints, so he kept on going. It was not long
before he began to think that he must be somewhere close to the camp, and then he proceeded
with more caution. Picking his way carefully
through the. bushes he came to a small open spot
where the rocks were plentifully scattered about
in all shapes and sizes. Then it was that-he saw
the very men he was anxious to find. The whole
six of them were irathered around an opening in.
the ground, and looking downward. Young Wild
West gave a nod of satisfaction, while a grim
smile played about his lips.
"I wonder if that is the mouth of the shaft
that leads down into the Death Mine?" he
thought. "It strikes me that it should be just
about here, if my calculations are· good for anything. Probably the galoots have located our
camp under the cliff, and have come to the conclusion that they migb.t work their way down.
But it is hardly likely that they know of' the
existence of a cave or mine under the cliff. If
they were aware . of that they certainly would
have tried to get to it before this. I'll just watch
them a few minutes, anyhow."
Crouching behind a rock, he watched and waited. Pretty soon the judge arose to his feet, and
then the boy heard him say:
"I told yer, boys, that it might be worth while
to git down in this hole. It sorter looks to me
as though it wasn't entirely made by nature.
That big rock down there a few feet seems to
have tumbled down and become jammed. Maybe there's somethin' at ther bottom of it. Ther
fact that there's ther blade of a shovel jrimmed
in between the:; rock an' ther side o.E ther hole
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makes it sort of look as though someone was here
at one time."
"It sorter does, jedge," Brady answe1·ed, as he
arose and gave a nod. "But by ther looks of
:that shovel it's been there a mighty long time.
A good deal longer than any of us has been
around these parts."
. "Well, that could easily be. It are likely that
there was men prospectin' around here years ago.
But this hole ain't so very far from ther edge
of ther cliff. I suppose it might be on ther claim
that Young Wild West has staked out."
"It sartinly is," declared one of the men. "I
kin tell that without measurin' it. I seen where
ther stakes was when I looked over ther cliff a
little whote ago."
"Yes, but there ain't no back stake," ano:!1er
spoke up .
"Well, that don't make no difference," the judge
answered, shaking his head. "There line is what
counts. All claims runs so many feet back from
ther line, yer know. Anyhow, that's ther w,iy it
is bein' done here. But that's all right. I
reckon we'll fetch this thing into my court. I'll
.make you fellers ther jury, an' then it'll be
strange if I don't win ther case."
"But Pete can't be on ther jury, 'cause he's
ther one as wants ther claim," said Cleaver.
"Of course he can't," the judge answered.
"\Veil, there oughter be as many as six on ther
jury. There generally is, yer know."
"Sartin. but don't yer s'pose I kin find two
other men in this here camp who will do as I
want 'em to? ,:vell, I should reckon I could."
Wild smiled as he heard this. He had certainly
arrived in good time. The judge now went back
to the hole and again took a look downward.
"A little stick oi: dynamite chucked down there
would sorter make a chance in that place below," he observed, shrugging his shoulders.
"I rl!€kon it would," Cleaver answered.
"Well, s'pose we come here to-night an' try it.
We could sartinly git out of sight afore Young
Wild West or his pards could get up here. There
i!in't no way for 'em to git up here unless they
go about half a mile either way."
"Yes that's right," Smithers spoke up. "Bnt
s'pose 'ther explosion should make a big hole
down there an' showed up somethin' that looked
like pay dirt. They would sartinly come up here
to find out what ther explosion meant, an' then
if they found that there was anything worth
while here they would take possession."
"That's right," nodded the judge. "Let 'em
take possession. Didn't yer hear what I said
about ther court proceedin's? I reckon they'll
have to abide by ther decision of a judge an'
jury, won't they?"
"Well, maybe they will. But yer seen how
Young Wild West acted in ther store."
It was evident that Smithers was not quite so
sure about winning the case, even if he did have
the judge and jury on his side.
"You jest leave it to me," Needle Bob declared.
"I reckon I'm boss of this here camp. What I
says has got to go. We'll come here after da1·k
an' we'll light a stick of dynamite an' chuck it
down this hole. Even if it don't amount to anything in ther way of findin' out what's at ther
bottom of ther hole, it will sartinly give Young
:Wild West an' his crowd a mighty good scare.
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They'll surely think an earthquake has happened."
The villains nodded. This seemed to please
them very much. If it could do nothing more
than give Young Wild West and his friends a
scare, that would be something, anyhow: All
hands again took a look into the hole, and then
t.ney moved toward the edge of the cliff. As
Wild saw them get upon their hands and knees
and peer over it at the camp below, he crept
noiselessly from his place of concealment and
rapidly neared them. He was not sure but
that they might take a notion to open fire on those
they might see below. He did not mean to permit them to do anything like that, even if he
had to shoot them dead.
"There ain't no one down there but ther two
heathens," said the judge, showing surprise. "I
wonder where they are?"
"That's sorter funny, ain't it?" Cleaver asked.
"I should say it was," and the judge learned
over a little further, so he could see directly to the
bottom of the cliff. It was just then that Cheyenne Charlie ca.._me out of the mouth of the cave.
His sudden appearance startled the villain .
"Thunder!" he exciaimed. "That big galoot
they calls Cheyenne Charlie seemed _to come right
out of ther rock jest then. There ain't no cave
down there, I know. I've been along there too
much to miss one, if it was there."
"Watch him an' see if he goes back," suggested
Smithers.
They saw the scout walk around the camp and
look in all directions. Then he started directly
back for the face of the cliff. The next moment
he had disappeared from view.
"He's gone," said the judge, shaking his head.
"Yes, an' where did he go to?" gasped one of
this villains.
"That's fer us to find out," and so saying
Needle Bob rose and walked back from the edge
of the cliff.
"Come on, boys. We'll go on down now. Some
time during ther afternoon one' of yer kin take
a walk up this way an' try an' find out wheTe
that galoot went to."
They all turned from the spot now, and Wild
remained behind a clump of bushes until he saw
them disappear on their way around to the foot
of the cliff. Then the boy arose and started after
them. He did not want to let them know that
he had been watching and listening, so he protee9-ed cautiously. When the villains reached the
foot of the descent Wild ·was so close to them
that it was necessary for him to wait a while
before he came out into view. The judge an<i
his companions proceeded straight down to the
mining c~mp, and when at h<;t they were hidden
from sight below a hill Wik' ·'lJ.rted briskly back
to the camp. When he got t: : :·e he found himself just in time to sit down to a very good dinner that had been prepared by Wing, the cook.
But before he started to eat he related his experience at the top of the cliff.
"I reckon we have got something on hand,"
he said, smiling at his companions. "We need
not be surprised if we hear a loud report tonight. But let the galoots go ahead. We will
find a way to fix them, I reckon."
"You kin bet your life on that, Wild," the
scout exclaimed. "No cbim iumnl!rs ain't o-nin'
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ter git hold of this claim, not- by a jugful. It
wouldn't be us ter let 'em have it, anyhow. Why,
I'll bet we kin git a couple of hundred thousand
dollars' worth of dust out of there . in less than
a week. Ther sides of ther cave is full of it."
."That's a fact, Wild," Jim Dart spoke up.
"When Arietta dislodged that boulder she certainly showed us the way to make a big strike.
The Death Mine,. as you have named it, is certainly going to pan out great."
"Well, that's pretty good news," the young
deadshot replied. "But come on; I'm rather hungry. I reckon I'll eat my . dinner before I look
and see what you have been doing while I was
away."
So many times had Young Wild West struck it
rich in various parts of the mining regions of the
West that nothing ever excited him, no matter
how great the find was. He ate the noonday
meal as calmly as though there was no such
thing as a large amount of gold waiting for
him to take it from the earth and rocks. After
the meal was over he went into the mine, and
then he saw that what Charlie and Jim had
said was the truth. But it did not take him
more than half an hour to ·convince himself that
the gold did not run more than an ich or two
back into the rock that lined the cavernous place.
But there certainly was enough there to make
work for them, for a few days, anyhow. They
kept working all the afternoon, and when the
sun was pretty close to the line of the western
horizon they quit, with the satisfaction of knowing that they must have accumulated several
thousand dollars' worth of gold that was nearly
in a pure state.
"I reckon that isn't so bad," said Wild, as the
gold was placed in some leather bags they had
with them. "If we can keep this thing up for
a few days we will make out fine."
"We kin keep it up fer a little while, I reckon,"
the scout declared. "But we've got ter be on
ther watch fer them claim jumpers, though. I
don't think they'll amount ter much, when it
comes right down ter it, but there ain't no tellin'
what they might do."
"We will take a walk down to the tavern after
supper Charlie," ',Vild remarked. "Maybe we
will b~ able to find out just what they mean to
do and when they intend to do it. We al;ready
kn'ow that they are going to use dynamite tonight, but it will be. a good idea to find out just
when."

CHAPTER VIII.-The Explosion.

It was quite late in the afternoon *hen the
claim jumper called Cleaver was sent out by
the judge to try and find out the cause of the
appearance and disappearance of Cheyenne Charlie while they were looking from the top of the
cliff. Cleaver was a shrewd sort of man, and he
was just the one to sneak up close to the spot
without being obse:rved. The result was that he
managed to get close enough to, see the opening
in the face of the cliff. But he saw more than
that. While he lay in hiding he saw our friends
come out and go back several times, and then he
knew there was a cave there. But he did not

attempt to get close enough to hear what they
were talking about. Cleaver was not going to
take such a risk. Finally he left the spot and
made _his way back to the office of the judge.
Needle Bob happened to be alone at the time, _
and when Cleaver had told the result of his- in"
vestigation he was more than pleased.
"I can't understand just how there's a cave
there," he said, sb-aking his head. "But it must
have been that they found it ,somehow. Maybe
there was a crack there, an' they worked it apart
enough to git inside."
.
"Well, it must be that there's somethin' worth
while there, or they wouldn't be goin' in an' out
so much, as you said they was. It wouldn't
surprise we now if that hole we was lookin' at
goes right down into ther cave. Well, I reckon
we'll have time for one of us to be lowered down
by a rope to see what's at ther bottom."
"Maybe we might be caught," said Cleaver,
though he acted as though he hardly believed it.
"If it happens that ther hole does run down to
ther cave they've found they might come through •
an' catch ther one as is lowered down."
"Well, that's so, too," and the judge looked a
bit puzzled. "Well," he added, "never mind. I
reckon we'll settle on what we're goin' ter do
when we git up there to-night. We'll find ther
re,,t of ther boys, an' tell 'em about this. But I
reckon I'll have mv supper first."
Cleaver took the hint and left the shanty. The
shanty he lived in was occupied by Brady and
Smithers, as well as himself. As he went outside he _saw the two just making their way toward it. Quickly joining them he related the result of his tour of. investigation. Of course the
two villains were surprised.
"Ther jedge is goin' ter eat his supper now, so
I reckon we may as well do ther same," Cleaver
went on to say. "It will be time enough to let
ther rest of ther gang know about this by an'
by."
Shortly after darkness set in the crowd began
to gather at the Flap-jack Tavern. It was not
long before the claim jumpers were all there.·
including the judge. They were all aware of the
discovery that had been made by Cleaver before
this, but the judge had advised that they make
their appearance at the tavern the same as usual.
It was not long before the villains took notice
of the fact that there was a sort of coolness
shown to them by many of those they had regarded as being their friends. This nettled them
quite a bit, as might be supposed. ~ Of course
they could lay this to Young Wild West, and
no one else. But instead of having the effect of
making them proceed in a cautious manner, it
irritated them, and they became more determined
-than ever to carry out their plan of getting possession of the claim that had been staked out by
Cheyenne Charlie. As the evening wore on
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie appeared~
at the tavern, as well as their clever Chi.nee, Hop
Wah. "This seemed to be the signal for the judge
to begin operations. He passed the word to his
five followe1·s, and then it was not long before
he remarked, so that everyone in the room might
hear it, that he was going to his office to fix up
some papers. He had not been gone long when,
one by one, the claim jumpers left the tavern.
They all went to the judge's office, of course.
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"Now then," said the villain, who was not only
the justice of the peace but the boss of the claim
··jumpers as well, "I reckon we'll git ready an'
go up to ther top of ther cliff. 1'here couldn't
be no better time, boys, 'cause Young Wild West
an' Cheyenne Charlie is over at ther tavern. I
s'pose that comical heathen of theirs will make
a whole lot of fun for ther crowd, an' while he's
doin' it we kin be doin' somethin' else."
He laughed as he said this, and his followei-s
promptly joined in. The fact was that they felt
safer about going on the mission while Young
Wild West was at the tavern. The villains were
soon making their way around_J to the path that
led to the top of the cliff. TYl.ey had the stick
of dynamite, as well as a long rope and a lantern with them, so they were all prepared for
what they intended to do. They all knew the way
quite well, so there was little difficulty in their
soon reaching the hole. The night was quite
dark; si,nce there was no moon. Once at the spot
the judge lighted the lantern, and tying the rope
to it he lowered it down. The dis.tance to the
big piece of rock that closed up the hole was
not very far. The villains were all acquainted
with the use of dynamite, and they knew quite
well that -the force of the explosion would shatter
the rock and send it downward, in case there was
an opening below it. If not it would be broken
into small pieces, anyhow, while the hole would
be made much bigger.
"Well," said the judge, as he pulled up the
lantern, "I reckon we may as well go ahead with
our game. Boys, yer all know that Young Wild
West an' his pards can't possibly git up here in
less than fifteen minutes. That means that we'll
have plenty of time to find out what's below,
in case we see that ther hole is made a good deal
deeper by ther explosion. Git ready for business."
.
Then the stick of dynamite was produced, and
looping the end of the rope about a stone right
at the very edge of the hole, so it could be jerked
aside, the judge lighted the fuse of the dynamite
and placed the stick upon ·the stone, so it would be
bound to fall into the hole when a pull upon the
rope was given. Then the villains quickly left
the spot. They got behind a big boulder, where
the other end of the rope lay, and then the judge
gave a sharp pull upon it. They all crouched
low to the ground and .waited. In less than fifteen seconds a deafening explosion sounded. The
ground fairly shook beneath them. The villains
knew that th'e explosion had been a success, anyhow, and with a cry of triumph on his lips the
villainous judge arose to his feet and hastened toward the hole.
"Light that lantern-quick!" he exclaimed.
"Whew! Look at ther dust, will yer, boys?"
One of them quickly obeyed, and then taking
the lantern the judge proceded. The dynamite
had certainly wrought great havoc. The hole was
enlarged double its former size, while pieces of
rock lay strewn about. Dropping upon his hands
and knees he crept to the jagged edge and held
the lantern downward. The bottom had certainly dropped out, so to speak.
"Give me that rope," he said, and Cleave1·
quickly passed it to him.
Tying lt to the lantern, he lowered it on down
until it reached the full length of the rope.
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"It's a 1egular shaft, boys!" exclaimed the
judg-e, jubilantly. "I kin jest see ther bottom
about six feet below ther lantern. Now then,
I'm goi1f down there."
His companions shrugged their shoulders. They
no doubt felt that such an unde'rtaking was a
daring one, to say the least. But Needle Bob had
made up his mind to do it, so he quickly pulled
up the lantern. Then he made a loop about his
body under the arms and told his companions to
go ahead and lower him down. Leaning over
the edge, and holding the lantern in one hand, he
waited for them to give the word. It soon came,
and then he slid over and was lowered gently
down the shaft. As he neared the bottom he
found a footing on either side of the place, and
then it was easy for him to get where he wanted
to. Just as he was about to step clown at the
bottom he heard hurried footsteps approaching
from the left. Surprised a little, but not losing
his pTesence of mind, the villain quickly extinguished the lantern, and gave a sharp pull upon
the rope. Those above understood what the signal meant, and the result -'Was that the man was
quickly pulled upwa1·d. _
"Boys," said he, excitedly, as he found himself
safe and sound with them, "we've sartinly found
ther way to git down into that cave of Young
Wild West's. If yer hadn't pulled me up jest
as yer did I reckon they would have had me. I
heard 'em comin 1, so I put ther lantern out an'
then jerked on ther rope for yer to pull me up.
It was a sort of narrow escape, I reckon. But
that's all right, anyhow. Now then, ther thing
is ter find out whether there's any gold dust in
that cave. But it makes no difference whether
there is or not. Young Wild West an' his gang
has got to quit ther claim. Come on. I reckon
we've been here long enough now. We'll light
out, an' we want ter make sure that we don't
meet anyone comin' up."
"It ain't likely that anyone will come up, not
if you heard 'em comin' down. there under the
_ground," said Cleaver. "But I s'pose we oughter
be a little careful about it, anyhow."
The next minute the claim jumpers had left the
spot and disappeared in the darkness.

CHAPTER IX.-Ready for the Bluffing Act.
The very minute the last of the ciaim jumpers
left the tavern Young Wild West gave a nod to
Cheyenne Charlie. The scout understood what
this meant. When he saw Wild turn and leave
the place he was not long in following.
"I reckon it won't be long before they'll be
there, Charlie," said the young deadshot, as he
was joined by the scout outside. "Jt!e may as
well go back to the camp, I guess."
"You ain't· goin' ter foller 'em, eh?" Charlie
asked.
"No) I reckon we'll go on to the camp, so in
case they should happen to take anotion to come
down the hole -after they cause the explosion, we
will be ready for them."
"Well, yer ain't exactly sure that it's ther same
hole, Wild."
"No, I'm not sure. But I rather think it is,
though. We'll go on to the camp and wait until
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the explosion takes place. Then we'll hurry
along to the spot where they will come down
when they come back to the camp. I reckon if
we follow them we'll be able to learn what their
plans are. Come on."
"Right yer are, Wild."
They had left Hop at the saloon, but they were
quite s ure that he would. be all right there, since
t h~ miners seemed to like him, rather than anythmg el~e. The two were not long in reaching
the camp. They told Jim and the girls what was
likely to happen very soon, and then they sat
down to wait. After what seemed to be a very
long time, the explosion occurred. A rush of
air, bringing with it a cloud of dust, came from
the mouth of the cave, and for the space of a
minute or two things were in a rather confused
state at the cai;r.p.
"I reckon that's ther hole what connects with
the:r Death Mine, all right," said the scout, as he
w:uted for the dust to settle.
"I was quite sure of that, Charlie," vVild >1.nswered. "I reckon it won't be a very good ·idea
to go in there just vet. It seems that bush~ls
of dust have been dislodged and that it is circulating through the air."
·
The sudden draught caused by the opening
kept the dust in circulation for the space of several minutes. . Instead of going upward, it seemed to come from the mouth of the cave. But after
a while it was settled sufficient to suit them.
and then taking up a lantern Wild led the way
into the cave. Straight through he went, passing the skeleton, and soon ·was at the end of
the passage . . A noise at the top told him that the
villains were there. The boy felt like firing a
shot up through the shaft, but did not do so, since
he wanted the claim jumpers to believe that their
scheme had not been known to them. Neither
Wild nor Charlie had any idea that anyone had
been lowered down d_u ring the short space of time
that had elapsed since the explosion. If they had
thought that way they would have rushed in before, regardless of the dust. The sounds at the
top of the shaft soon ceased, and then satisfied
that the villains had taken their departure, Wild
led the way back through the cave· to the camp.
"Now then," said he, turning to the scout, "I
reckon we'd better move a little lively and get
over to the path that comes down from the top
of the cliff. Come on, Charlie."
"Right yer are, Wild," was the reply, and then
the two hastened away tfrom the camp.'
They were just in time to hear the villains as
they were coming down. Lying behind some rocks
they waited, and saw them descend. Then the
two started after them in a cautious manner.
Straight to the office of the judge the villains
made their way, and after them went our hero
and the scout. The six claim jumpers went inside, and then our friends were near enough to
hear the door being barred on the inside. But
it was nothing but a frail shanty, and sounds
could be heard from the inside almost as well as
if they had been among the villains. T.he conversation that ensued was quite interesting to
Wild and Charlie.
"Well, boys, I reckon we've done something toni~t, anyhow," the judge said.
V.a.n
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villains answered. "But what's ther next thing
on ther carpet?"
"Well, I reckon ther next thing will be for us
to _git up there to tl:er top of ther cliff ther t;i.rst
thmg m ther mornm'. Then we kin go down
ther shaft an' take a look at what's inside ther
cave. The chances is that if we go putty ea1·ly
we kin see about all that's ter be seen afore
Young Wild West an' his pards comes in. It ain't
likely they'll do anything afore seven . o'clock.
It might be that there's some gold there in a loose
state, an' if there is I sorter reckon we k in
find a way to git some of it out of ther cave: I
want yer to all be on hand at ther break of day
to-morrow mornin'."
This was about all Wild cared to hear, though
he waited for a few minutes longer. But the conversation kept right on that one topic, and there
was no doubt but that it was the intentiqn of
the claim jumpers to be at the mouth of the
shaft shortly after daylight. Whv they ciid nnt
chose to go d:iwn during the night, our friends
could not understand . But it was probably due
to the fact that they th0ught a lantern might
give them away, since they could not see to do
anything in the darkness. Wild and Charlie went
on back to. the camp. They thought it would not
be a wiP.e plan for them to stop at the tavern
again, s;nce some of the villains might come ther2.
When they got ba.ck they started to talk the
matter over with Jim and the girls. No one
seemed to be able to suggest just what to d:>
but finally Wild hit upon what he thought would
be a good idea.
·
"We want to try and get the claim jumpers
without having to shoot them," he said. "So I
think it would be a good idea to scare them. We
have named the cav:e the Death Mine, so we mav
as well make the villains think that it is a Death
Mine, for fair. If ,ve fix up that sfi:eleton a little,
and get some of Hop's red fire ready to be used
at the proper time, I think we can fix it all
right."
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the sco-qi, nodding
his head in satisfac,tion. "I reckon that will be
jest ther thing. It's a Death Mine, all right.
An' we kin sartinly bluff them claim jumpers
an' make 'em give up their job as a bad piece of
business."
"Let me do the bluffing, Wild," Arietta suggested. "When they come down there I will
show myself before them, while the rest· of ·you
can be hiding. I will make out that I am very
much afraid of them and offer them as much gold
as they can carry away. I can tell them that
you have just started out to try and shoot some
game, and that only Anna, Eloise and myself
are at the camp."
·
" "All right, Et," answered our hero with a smile.
If yer want it that way, I reckon ·that's the way
it will be."
"Well, if we're goin' ter rig up that skeleton
in there, I reckon we may as well do it tonight," said the scout. "Come on, Jim. Me an'
you'll soon attend to that."
•
With the aid of some pieces of string the
scout and Dart were not long in tying the joints
of the skeleton together. Then they cut a short
pole near the base of the cliff and took that ·inside.
t.h• Thfa was tied t o the 1Zrueso'me object. so that it
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might be raised and lowered at will. As Charlie
held the lantern and looked at the result of their
work, he shook his head.
"It ain't quite right yet, Jim," he declaTed. "I
reckon I kin put an extra touch on it that will
jest be ther thing."
Directly over the rock the skeleton had been
leaning against ther·e was a small projection
that would enable them to tie a string to. While
Jim watched him with interest Charlie proceeded
to tie one of his revolvers fast to the fleshless
hand of the gruesome relic of humanity, and then
passing a cord above a projection of rock, he
tiecl it so the skeleton seemed to be leveling the ·
weapon almost straight upon him.
"There!" he exclaimed, grinning, and shrugging
his shoulders. "I reckon that's jest ther thing."
Then he went outside and called Wild in to
pass his opinion upon what they had done.
"That's fine, boys," the young deadshot declared. "Now then, just put that thing behind
that rock so the galoots won't see it when they
come down here. We want to let them go pa&_t
it before w.e begin operations, you know. Arietta
will come in from the front way and catch them.
Then she will do her bluffing, while we work
the skeleton and set off our colored fire. I
reckon they'll certainly be a surprised lot of
claim jumpers."
The skeleton was hidden as Wild had suggested and then they went out to the camp again.
The matter was thoroughly talked over, so it
was understood just what was to be done early
the next morning when the villains paid their .
visit to the Death Mine.
The time passed and at length it came ten
o'clock. Hop was notoack yet.
"Well," said Wild, " I reckdn there's no use
in losing any sleep about it. One of us, of course,
will keep awake all night, for even though we
know pretty well that we are not likely to be
interfered with, there is . no telling just what
might happen. · Jim, I reckon you can take the
first trick at watching."
It was not long before the camp was wrapped
in- silence. A lantern was kept burning dimly,
and Jim took turns at sitting idly upon a rock
and walking about. Midnight came, and Hop had
not appeared yet. About half-past twelve Jim
aroused Charlie and changed . places with him.
Just as Charlie was thinking about calling Wild
after doing his turn at watching, Hop appeared.
The clever Chinee had been drinking a littl to
much tanglefoot, but the scout soon made him
understand what was wanted of him.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," he said. "Me
gottee um led fire for you velly muchee quickee."
He was not long in supplying a package that
might have contained at least a pound of the
mixture. • Then he found a tin plate and gaYe it
to the scout along with the powder. This done,
Hop crept into the tent and was soon snoring
a way in the land of dreams. Then Charlie
a roused Wild, and after telling him that everything was a.ll right, he turned in. The balance
of the night passed quietly enough. At the first
signs of daylight our hero aroused his partners
and got ready for the work they had ahead of
them..
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CHAPTER X..-Conclusion.
Wild knew pretty well that the claim jumpers
would be on hand very early, so he thought it
advisable to proceed before thinking of getting
anything to eat. It might be that they would
look over from the top of the cliff, and should
they see anything stirring about they ·would hesitate' about going ahead with their game. Charlie
took the pan and the package of red fire and went
into the cave right away. Then Wild instructed
Anna and Eloise to remain in the tent until Arietta called for them to come out.
"Hop, you and Wing do the same," said he,
turning to' the two Chinamen. "I want the camp
to appear just as though we are all sound asleep."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the two answered,
as if in one voice.
Then Wild and Jim w~nt into the cave, followed by Arietta. They found Charlie at the
spot where the skeleton was concealed.
"Have you heard anything from above?" Wild
'asked.
.
"Not yet," was the · reply.
"Well," and our hero looked. around and . gave
a nod of satisfaction, "since everything is all
right I reckon there's nothing for us to do but
to settle down and wait. Et, you can go out into
the cave and sit down at the mouth. I reckon
you'll hear the galoots when they come. When
you do hear them come in right away and do your
bluffing act. Tell them that t_he cave is haunted,
and all that. Implore them to leave at once before something happens to them. Make out you
are very much frightened yourself. Maybe this
will be the easiest way to settle this claim jumpin?' business. But if it happens that the judge
a11d his gang think they have not enough, we
will have to give it to them a little stronger in
some other way. If they are looking for bullets,
bullets they will get."
Arietta nodded, and at once walked out to the
mouth of the cave. It was not long that they
had to wait, for suddenly some dirt and small
pebbles came rattling down the shaft of the
Death Mine.
"They're comin', I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie
whispered, while a grim smile played about his
lips.
It was not entirely dark where they were
crouching, since a faint :tight came down from
the shaft, as well as through from the cave. But
there would be no trouble about hiding themselves, since there were numerous rocks there
that would answer well for that purpose. Wild
took his position near the skeleton. He found
that it was all right, so all he would have to do
would be to take the short pole the scout had tied
to it, and then push it up over the rock. This
would cause the fleshless hand holding the revolver to swing out almost directly on a line with
anyone who might be before it. After a wait
of about a mimite they heard the unmistakable
sounds of someone coming down through the
shaft. A minute later the feet and lower extremities of a man could be seen. Pretty soon
the form and face of the judge showed up before
them. He was holding a lighted lantern in his
hand. But he did not start to leave the foot of
the shaft right away. He pulled sharply upon
the rope he had descended by a couple of times,
0
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and then he waited. Down came the man called
Smitlfers. He was quickly followed by Cleaver,
and then the rest came, one at a time. When 'the
six villains were in the passage our friends heard
the judge saying, in a low tone of voice:
"Now then, I reckon we've got to be mighty
careful. We know for sartin that there ain't
none of 'em up yet; but that don't say that they
ain't apt to git up at any time. Come on, boys,
we'll jest see what's in this here cave."
Right past .Young Wild West and his partners the villains made their way and did not
pause until they reached the cave. Then it was
that our three friends raised above the rocks and
waited. Arietta had heard the villains all rigl1t,
for suddenly she came ru·shing into the cave.
"Oh!" she exclaimed, throwing up her ,1ands,
but not speaking in a very loud tone. "What
are you doing here? Don't you know this is the
Deiiih Cave'? Look out! Look out! The place
is haunted."
'£he judge and his companions were ce"."tainl.y
astounded. The sudden appearance of the girl
was quite enough to give them a bad surprise,
but the word.; she uttered added to it. The most
Qf them were of a superstitious turn of mind, and
so well did Arietta act her part that they actually
thought the girl was very much-:fiightened, indeed.
"If yoa ,alue your livl·S, 1eave her..! at o'l:e,"
went on the girl, imploringly. "Don't you know
that Young v\ ild West r,rd his partners came rn
here last night and have never been seen sinr.e?
The place is inhabited by ghosts and the::y have
disappeared, forever, we fear. Oh, 0,1, oh!"
"Great snakes!" cried Smithers, his face as
white as a sheet. "Let's git out of here."
They turned to run back to the foot of the
shaft, the judge in the lead carrying the lantern.
Just then the grinning skeleton arose from behind a rock almost directly in their path. Cheyenne Charlie uttered an awful groan, and cries of
terror came from the six villains. While Young
Wild West worked the skeleton, Jim lit the pan of
red fire, and Arietta pretended to be frightened.
The claim jumpers rushed out of the cave.
"Ha, ha, ha!" roared the ,scout, who was so
delighted that he could not keep back his mirth.
Wild allowed the skeleton to settle gently to
the ground, and then he followed the scout and
Arietta from the cave, Jim Dart was close behind them. They were in time to see the six villains running as though for their lives,
"Don't let them see us, boys," said Wild. "They
1~ight turn and look back. We will let them
think that what Arietta told them is true-that
we disaopeared last night and have not been seen
since."
They got themselves hidden and watched the
men until they had disappeared from view.
"I reckon that will be about all in that line,"
our hero said, as he arose and went to the tent
where the two Chinaman were .• Hop was sound
asleep, but Wing was sit_ting up, looking rather
anxious.
"It's all right," our hero said. "Come on out,
Wing, and start a fire. I reckon we'll be ready
for breakfast just as soon as you can have it for

us."

"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply.
When Arietta related how terrified the claim

jumpers were Anna and Eloise laughed heartily.
"Do you think they will be willing to drop it
now?" the scout's wife asked.
"1: should think so," Arietta answered. "If I
were going to bet I would be willing to put · up
money that way. The villain they call the judge
was about as frightened a man , as I ever saw in
my life. My! didn't they run!"
"Well, as soon as we get t.h rough with br~akfast we'll walk down to the camp and find out
how they feel," Wild observed.
Jim offered to remain at the camp while Wild
and Charlie went down to the tavern, so just
about the time the majority of the miners were
stirring about the mining camp the dashing
young deadshot and the scout started down the
slope, carrying their rifles with them, as though
they were going out to shoot some game. But
they went directly _to the tavern, and as they entered the first persons they saw were the judge
and his five villainous companions.
"Good morning, judge!" said Wild.· "We have
come down to see if you are going to bring the
matter of the claim we . have staked out before
your court. We have a right to know, of course,
so ~-e can prepare a line of defeJ1.se."
"No, no!" answered the judge, quickly, motioning with his hand in a frightened wav.
"Smithers says he don't want anything to do with
that claim, an' I'm blamed sure I don't. Call it
off, Young Wild West. It's all over. I reckon
we sorter made a bad mistake in interferin' with
you in ther first place. Let it drop, will yer?"
"Just as you say, judge."
It seemed that Arietta's bluff had completely
cured the claim jumpers, for they all took pains
to declare that they were sorry for everything
that had happened, and they hoped Young Wild
West would let the matter drqp. Of course Wild
was. quite willing to do this. The result was that
our friends remained at Big Casino fo1· a full
week, and in that time they took nearly two hundred thousand dollars' worth of gold from the
Death Mine. But it prnved that the deposits were
only of the scaly kind, and after they had worked
a while they came to the conclusion that it would
not pay them to keep at it· any longer without
the necessary machinery to dig through the earth
and remove the rocks that were in the way.
"Now then," said Wild, "I reckon Smithers can
have the claim, if he wants it."
This was said as they were ready to leave.
When their pack-horses were loaded and they
finally rode down to the tavern they found the
judge there with the few who had not yet gone
to work that morning.
"Judge," said Wild, "I reckon Smithers can
have that claim, if he wants it. You won't have
to jump th~ claim now, since we do not propose
to come back again very soon. Hope you all have
good luck. Good-by, everybody!"
·
Then Young Wild West and his friends left
the mining camp in what might be called a truly
, triumphant way. What had happened while they
were there just put them in the notion to look
for further adventures, and tbe reader can rest
assured that they found them.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST SAVING THE 'SEVENTH'; or, THE
FIGHT AT RED RAVINE."
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CURRENT NEWS
FISHERMAN'S LUCK
Puget Sound and neighboring harbors have
been invaded by mackel'el, _cod, halibut and other
known and unknown species of fish. Thirty thousand pounds of plaice were taken in a single haul,
and a 30-pound cod was caught from a wharf;
near Bremerton Navy Ya r d seiners discovered
huge quantities of a tiny fi sl:i, r esembling the Norway sardine. This inshore movement of fi shes is
laid to a great earthquake that disturbed the floor
of the P!lcific and caused an abrupt change in the
currents of the Northwest coast.
FROM MANHATTAN TO LOS ANGELES
The return leg of one of the most remarkable
camping tours on record was begun ea1·ly in .June
by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Uhlyk, who left New
York headed for their home in Los Angeles. On
their way East the tourists covered 9,280 miles
in a great swing through the Northwest and then
on toward New York through the Lake States and
then the New England States. On their journey
West they will proceed over the Southern route,
going fiTst to Miami, Florida, and then out
through New Orleans and El Paso. They will
touch at the Grand Canyon befo1·e heading for
home.
FoT their tour, MT. and Mrs. Uhlyk use a light
truck equipped with pneumatic tires. The truck
is equipped with beds and cooking accommodations. AppTop1·iately named the "Wanderlust,"

the little truck will have touched the soil of more
States when it gets back to California than almost any other motor vehicle in existence ..
NEW THINGS
Rockers for a chair' patented by ,a Texas inventor are made of metal, fitted with 1·ubber
cushions as shock absorbers .
The island holding the Eddystone lighthouse is
the smallest bit of all-the-yeaT-around inhabited
land in "the world.
Two Missouri investors have patented a harvester that has but 125 castings, one chain and a
single operating lever.
Semi-circles of spring steel that grip firmly
have been invented to be placed around the shoe
·
heels to prevent wear.
Utilizing a galvanometer, a -French scientist
has invented apparatus foT measuring vibrations
of human _bones and tissues with which, among
other things, he Teads a person's pulse more accurately than by hand.
Each baffle plate in a new automobile muffler
is flanged and overlaps the next section, forming
a part of the outer casing, which its inventor
claims .prevents its becoming loose and :r:attling.
A Tecently patented rifle target is composed of
plungers which absorb the energy of ballets and
drop them into a receptacle, at the same time registering the place of their impact on an indicator
at a distance.
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"Close in the car," 01·dered Mr. Pendleton, when
he came. "We are starting for New York. Mind
you, don't lose your way now."
He seemed pretty sober, more so in fact than
-ORhis companion.
Charlie quickly prepared for the night run and
THE LUCK OF A WORIUNG LAD' started. He had carefully studied the r oad map
he carried and he felt sure he could have but
little trouble in finding his way.
Mr. Pendleton's condition continued to- worry
By DICK ELLISON
him. Once when he looked back he caught them
drinking out of a flask. It was necessary to
pretend not to notice, of course.
(A SERIAL STORY)
Charlie drove ahead until about ten o'clock and
nothing had occurred. Once or twice venturing
CHAPTER XI.
t o look behind him he saw both his passengers
apparently asleep.
What Happened on the Night Run.
At last as they were passing through a stretch
The lawyer certainly was not what could be of wood.:; Charlie caught sight of the lights of a
called intoxicated, but he slwwed that he had been car on ahead which seemed to be standing still,
directly across the r oad.
drinking.
He sounded his horn and strained his eyes t o
"Is it quite safe to leave the car alone, sir?"
made sure he was not mistaken, then seeing that
Charlie asked.
"I'll take the chances," was the reply. "Sit he could not hope to pass the standing car, he
down here. Order whatever you please. I want slowed down and stopped as he came up to it.
It was a large touring car and, as far as
you to have a good dinner."
"That man you were shaking hands with is the Chµrlie could see, there was no one in it.
"What's the matter, boy?" demanded the redman who inquired your name," said Charlie.
"Yes, I know," was the reply. "As I supposed, faced man, opening the door and looking out.
"Somebody has left a car across the road," rehe is a detective put on my trail by certain enemies of my client. It's all right. I've clipped his plied Charlie. "I can't get by."
"Ha!" exclaimed the man. "This must be lookwings for .him. This is a queer old world, Charlie. A boy like you knows very little about it, I ed into."
He got out, and as he did so, Charlie saw that
want you to understand."
The dinner was ordered, and Charlie, when it Mr. Pendleton was leaning back sound asleep.
And now when he turned his head our boy
was finished, inwardly voted it the finest meal he
had ever eaten. At first Mr. Pendleton was dis- chauffeur was treated to a surprise.
The red-faced man had stepped up close and
posed to be rather talkatjve, but he soon relapsed
into silence. Charlie noticed that he ate but in his hand he held a revolver which 1:e was 1;1.imlittle himself and he was sorry to see him go ing at Charlie.
'·Look here," he snarled, "this is a case of must.
into the cafe again befo1·e he entered the ear.
are going to do just as you are told, or take
"Now then, Charlie," he said, "it's only two Youconsequences."
o'clock and I've nothing to do until four. From the
same instant two masked men stepped
certain things that fellow told me I consfder it outAtofthe
the woods and approached them.
almo~t certain I shall have to go to New York.
"Got him!" one asked.
I want you to have a good time, so let's run up
"Brother, we always get 'em," replied the redto Troy and Cohoes; of course, you boys want to
faced man in a triumphant tone. "He's got a
see everything there is going."
pretty good souse on. He'll make us no trouhle.
He was beginning to speak thickly, and Charlie The thing is to dispose of the chauffeur."
was dreadfully worried. They motored all ov·er
"That's easy," replied the other, and to Charlie
T roy and saw Cohoes and more of Albany as he added in a tone of stern command:
well; at least Charlie did, but as for Mr. Pendle"Boy, you beat it-see?"
t on, he slept more or less, although through it all
"Not on your life!" cried Charlie, firmly. "I
he managed to hold himself perfectly straight. propose
to stand by the boss."
Four o'clock found them on State street, Albany,
It was bravely said, but poor Charlie had no
again, where Mr. Pendleton, who now showed no sort
of show. The revolver was thrust under
sign of intoxication, entered a large office build- his nose
like a flash.
ing. He was gone nearly two hours. He must
or I'll fire and chuck your corpse into
have left the building by some other entrance- the"Obey
hissed the red-faced man. And who
~t was on a corner-for the next Charlie saw can woods,"
blame the boy for obeying?
or him he was coming across State street arm
"Alive I may be able to help the b oss," thought
in arm with a stout, red-faced man. It thor- Charlie,
"if they kill me that settles it of course;"
oughly disheartened the boy chauffeur to see that so with the
greatest reluctance he yielded.
h b employer was very decidedly the worse for
now," ordered the mask who had
on,
"Travel
wea:r.
"N ot that way-the other."
spoken.
previously
both
and
gruffly,
"Drive t o Keeler's," he said
continued. )
be
(To
got into the car. At Keeler's they went into the
cafe, and not a word was said to Charlie about
.supper. Another two hours' wait followed. CharSend us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
lie bought hi mself bananas and peanuts and made
we will mail you a copy of " Mystery Magazine."
the best of it.

Charlie, the Chauffeur
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
BIG CATCHES OF MACKEREL
Fishermen of Nova Scotia are much encouraged by the success of the mackerel fishery this
year. The fish set in around the fil'st of May and
have, contrary to the record of the last few years,
followed a course closer in shore with the result
that big catches are being made. Fisheries experts. who have been observing the course of the
mackerel for decades declare that a series of years
of big catches is · at hand.

him, tore his jaws and mangled his face, it was
learned .. Hearing his master's agonized shrieks a
Scotch collie jumped over several fences and
through a pal'tially open window of the hog house
and saved Franzen's life.
Franzen went to the hog house to look after the
swine. While he was leaning over one of the big
sows rushed at him, knocking him down and then
started tearing at his face. Other hogs joined in
the attack and Franzen was powerless. One bog
tore open his scalp and another gashed his face
in a horrible manner. His chin and jaws were
NICOTINE POISON KILLS BOY ELEVEN
torn and he cried out with pain.
YEARS OLD
Suddenly the collie jumped through the window
England's anti-cigarette campaigners have and attacked the enraged animals, biting them
bee:n furnished with striking propaganda ma- and rushiI1g between his master and attacking the
_
terial by the fate of an eleven-year-old boy into hogs. ·
With the aid of the dog, Franzen managed to
whose death an inquest was held at F _Hing, Durcrawl from the hog house to safety.
ham, recently.
It was shown the lad spent an evening in a
Dr. Kerley was called and found Franzen is a
motion picture show, where he smoked eleven very badly mangled condition. He says the farmer
cigarettes and was found dead in bed the next will recover and gives all credit to the dog for
morning. The medical examiners said he died of saving his life.
nicotine poisoning.
FOUND SACK OF GOLD
"Finding is keeping" does not hold good in
French auction sales. A timid bidder· at the
Hotel de Ventes this week, preparing for the
summer vacation, offered 16 francs for a battered
trunk which had been abandoned by a client of
the hotel. It was knocked down e,n the first offer.
The woman opened her property, rummaged
among some old papers and found a sack of 15,000
francs in gold, including several coins of numismatic value. Her 1·ejoicing was cut short, however, by the auctioneer, who claimed the sack in
behalf oi the Government under an ancient law
providing that unclaimed coinage reverts to the
State.
TOO MUCH KISSING IN PANTHEON CRYPT
Too much kissing bv summer tourists in the
crypt of the Pantheon may result in the removal
of the famous burying place from the list of public monuments that may be visited except as a
rare privilege.
Protests received declare that foreigners enjoy
the darkened crypt to such an extent that they
demand long orations regarding the careers of the
French heroes and diplomatists buried there.
Whenever the lights are turned on there is a
suspicious return to a position of respectful attention, indicating a deportment not in keeping
with the sacret precincts and recalling the wo:cds
of Marat:
"If I thought they would bury me in the
Pantheon, I should prefer never to die."
DOG FIGHTS HOGS
Several brood sows weighing from 600 to 700
pounds each, locked in a hog house, attacked J.
Franzen, a farmer who resides north of Randolph,
Neb., one morning, downed him, almost scalped
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OVERLAND BILL
By PAUL BRADDON
Wells Fargo & Co.'s overland express, the TegulaT stage canying the United States mail, had
halted for dinner at Wolf Ridge Telay station,
foTty miles west of Cheyenne, on the through line.
The redskins were hostile at that time, and rnad
agents flourished all along the line. Uncle Sam's
mail coach had been attacked several times, but
since Overland Bill, "the boy express driver," as
he was called, had been transferred from the
southern route he had driven through the hostile
counti·y in safety many a time.
Though but a meTe boy in years, being barnly
nineteen, Overland Bill seemed gifted with all
the requirements for the life of constant danger
and adventure which he had chosen.
Bill had pro-Jen himself not only a skillful
driver but a daring one. He was regularly engaged at once.
Overland was rather · elated at his success in
obtaining the situation, and he said in monologue,
as he walked away from the office:
''I wonder if my good luck_ is a haTbinger of
future success? Shall I accomplish my life work?
ls the time of my vindication drawing nearshall I '.find my man?"
Presently the youth drew from his pocket a
little miniature set in gold, and looked upon the
sweet face of a young girl.
"Iris," he said, ,as if the picture had been endowed with life, and those sweet lips could l'eply
to him-"Iris, do you believe my guilty with the
rest? No-no! I cannot believe it. But it must
be my task to bring back the evidence to all who
know, at least, that I rest under the shadow.''
Old Dave King and Hank Monk, who drove
Horace Greely through the Far West, noticed
more than once that Ovel'land Bill evinced a deep
and never-failing interest in everything concerning the doings of the then celebrated terror of
the road-"Captain Mask," the road agent chief.
The desperado had gathered about him a strong
band of villains and they had committed many
outrages on the road.
On the day of which we are writing the Wells
Fargo & Co.'s exptess coach canied a consignment of gold, and the treasure was of such value
that an extra guard of ten soldiers, who rode on
the top of the vehicle, had been s,ent along with
it.
The hostile Sioux had raided the country north
of Wolf Ridge three. days before, and it was
known by wol'd from government scouts that an
attack might be expected from one of the hostile
bands or more at any favorable point along the
line.
People did not care to travel overland unless
compelled to do so just then, it seemed. Anyhow,
Overland Bill carried but one passenger inside
the coach when he drove out of Cheyenne that
day. The solitary passenger was a powerfullooking man, clad in what the frontier men call
"store-clothes," and he wore a "biled shirt" and
a silk hat. He was guilty of another innovation,
for his boots were polished and he wore kid gloves

on his large hands. His face was be'arded and
.weather-beaten, and while his entire personnel
be.spoke the attempt to represent an Eastern man
new to the Western wi'lds, he seemed ill at ease in
his garments and such small portions of his face
as were visible looked bronzed as any of the border men's.
"Melkeze;deck Meekly, missionary," was the way
in which the solitary passenger had entered his
name in the register of the stage line.
Nobody paid much attention to the stranger,
and when the coach pulled up at Wolf Ridge station he tumbled out, and sauntei-ed into the relay h?use. The horses were to be changed here,
and dmner was to be had, so there would be· quite
a delay.
.
. There were a number of persons on the porch
of the station when Overland Bill reined up the
eight prancing steeds that whirled the coach to
the door.
One glance cast Bill at the party assembled to
greet the arrival of the coach, which is the event
of the day at Western relay .stations, and then
the young champion of the reins turned absolutely
white.
Who or what had he seen to move his brava
heart thus?
Among the men before the relay house he saw
a young girl, and she had the face of the girl in
the miniature, so carefully wrapped about in the
old bill, and carried always in the pocket of his
hunting shirt, over his heart.
"Iris!" he said pantingly, under his breath.
"his here !"
For a moment the young man seemed enthralled
by astonishment, but he instantly turned his head
away from the young girl, and drew his sombrero down over his eyes, as if he dreaded a recognition on her part.
Bill drove around to the rnlay shed without
once again looking at the young girl or her companion. But he had recognized a portly old gentleman at her side. He was he1· father, and they
were the tourists who, with their guards, which
consisted of four men, had been chased the preceding day by Captain Mask.
As Overland Bill learned by inquiring of the
stablemen who came to put up his team, Mr. Bartqn and his daughter Iris intended to make the
remainder of their journey by the Overland
coach.
At that juncture a footstep sounded behind
him.
He turned and saw Melkezedeck Meekly, missionary. ·
"Beg parding, partner. Did you speak to me?
My Christian friend, take one of these," said
the man of the ministerial garb, and he extended
a tract entitled "Tu1·n, Sinner, Turn.''
Overland Bill did not offer to accept the paper.
But he stood stock still, staring at the man.
It was the first time the boy express driver
had heard his voice on the strip. There was
something familiar about it. But just then for
the life of him he could not associate it with a
definite personality.
"Thanks," said Bill at last briefly, and he
walked on.
"So, so. The lad don't know me. Durn my old
skin ef I ain't just about tired out with this
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gam~ But arter the treasury.of the Great West- when it was observed that the ministerial
ern Circus was robbed while traveling in the West stranger was missing. One of the soldiers looked
of twelve thousand dollars in cold cash Mr. Bar• for him about U1e station, but he could not be
ton, the manager sent for me in a great hurry, found, and at last the coach started with only
and said he: 'Joe, I'm dead certain Bill North, the old circus _m anager and his daughter for pas' 'the boy bareback rider, stole that money.' 'Why, sengers.
so?' says I. 'Because all the pints indicate the
All went well with the Overland coach for man,••
lad. Didn't he jump the show last night without miles.
notice? He's the only man of our party missing,
Suddenly the hoot of an owl sounded behind the
and the only one who knew where the money was coach at some little distance.
kept, Joe,' he went on, 'you're the man to track
"Ha!" exclaimed Overland . Bill's comrade of
down '.Bill North and git back my money. You the box, "that hoot never was made by an owl.
know we've had bad business, and on account of It's an injun signal or a road agent's call."
the loss of the money that has been stolen I've got
Out came the old fellow's revolver as he spoke.
Bill wound the reins around one arm and drew
to close the season.'
"Well, I promised that old men I'd do the best a revolver in his free hand. The stage dashed on.
I could for him, but all the time I knew well
Crash! there came the report of half a dozen
enouO'b he was dead wrong about Bill. Why, shots and the bullets whistled about the stage
durn"'it, the boy was dead in love with Iris, and it coach.
almost bl'Oke his heart an' the gal's, too, when
Neither Bill nor his old companion were hit and
the old man said they mustn't have anything to they saw a band of men filling the trail ahead.
say to each other, an' all because Bill was only They had sprung up from their concealment
a performer.
among the rocks. At their head rode a masked
"I had a pint in mind, too. I reckoned the boy man.
, had left the show because the old man had been
The stage was entering a pass.
so gruff with him about the gal, an' I recollected
"If we can get by the road agents we shall have
Hank Brood-the boss canvas man he discharged a steep down grade under us in a few moments or
a couple of weeks before that-swore to get so, and once on it I'll defy the road robbers to
even.
overtake my team," said Bill.
"I've picked up a few pints since them days a
But the next moment his companion pitched
year ago, ~n' puttin' one thing an' anothe~· together, I've struck it that I've got some busmess headlong from the box, shot by the road agents,
and as Bill saw the old man fall he felt a sharp
with Captain Mask!"
But, while the stranger was reflecting as re- pain in his shoulder, and his right arm dropped
and his revolver fell.
corded, Overland Bill entered the station.
'
"We have them now!" yelled Captain Mask.
The sound of an angry voice reached him,.and
He dashed up to the side of the coach, and as
through the open door be saw Mr. Barton, the he did so a Herculean man, who for an instant
okl circus manager, his daugl1ter Iris, and a burly, had been crawling over the roof of the coach from
bearded fellow in the conventional loud bejeweled the rear flat on his face, suddenly rose up,
garb of a gambler and sport of the mines.
clutched the villain by the neck, tore him froM
He had dared speak insolently to Iris, and her the saddle and dashed him down upon the coach
father had resented it.
top stunned and bleeding.
"Ha! At last! At last the man who kid"Be off, ye pizen varmints, or I'll blow yer
napped me-carried me away from the circus the
night he robbed the trell,sury and fixed everything captain's brains out the next instant!" he thunto place the crime on me--stands· before me. dered.
As he spoke Overland Bill turned and saw
Hank Brood, I know you!" said Overland Bill to
"Melkezedeck Meekly, missionary.'' He it was
hi,self.
' Yoµ I You!" exclaimed Brood, starting back. who had so mysteriously appeared on the top of
:
But as he recoiled he drew a pistol, and the next the stage coach.
"When ye see my face you'll know I'll keep my
• instant its report rang through the room as he
woTds !" added the man, and he tore off a false
fired point blank at the young stage driver.
beard.
,
Bill fell all in a heap, and the villain leaped
"California Joe!" yelled the astonished road
over his body, · dashed through the door, and agent, and Overland Bill cried out:
sprang upon his horse which stood before it and
"My old friend, the great marksman of the
escaped. But the bullet had hit a button on Bill's circus!"
coat, and he had only been shocked, and he in"Retreat, boys, an' save my life!" howled
stantly got on his feet.
Half an hour later Iris and Bill met, and Bill C~ptain Mask, and his men instantly obeyed. The
coach thundered on, and in a moment it was on
said:
"He is the guilty one, and I am here on the the down grade. California Joe tore the mask
stage line to find him. Iris, the man who as- from the face of the captured road agent ch~f,
saulted your father was Brood, and I believe he and sure enough he was really Brood, the h:is really Captain Mask, the notorious road agent. circus man. He was presently bound hand aJJ,d
foot and placed inside the coach with California
He wore a false beard as a disguise.''
As the young man spoke the signal for start- Joe to guard him.
The road agent was surrendered to the auing the coach sounded, and they separated. Mr.
Barton and his daughter entered the coach. An thorities.
Iris and Overland Bill are now man and wife
old plainsman sat with Bill, and Overland Bill
was just about to start his eight-horse team, in a happy Western home.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
OUR BONEYARD IN THE PACIFIC
The little island of Laysan, northwest of
Hawaii, used to be white with the eggs of sea
fowl when, in 1909, Japanese poachers slaughtered 300,000 of the birds for their feathers before Uncle Sam's cutter ran to the rescue. Today, where albatross, sooty tern, boobies, petrel
and goonies used to flock, there is simply a huge
boneyard-probably 40,000 tons of stuff available
for lime and fertilizer. A Seattle man has secured the right to gather guano and bones there,
and is outfitting three vessels for the trade.

. Liberty street in the vicinity of Buffalo street,
1t seems, had lately been the nightly gathering
place of many of that variety of bird known as
the "hoot owl." According to residents of the vicinity, the "hooters" were not content to com- -mune among themselves and let ped,estrians pass
peacefully by with merely the polite salutation,
"Whoo, whoo." Instead, it is said the birds flew
down from their perches on the branches of the
trees and maliciously attacked persons passing
. along the sidewalk below. , One woman and several children, it was reported to police, were quite
severely scratched about the head and face by
these pugnacious birds.
So the other morning Patrolman Buck armed
himself with his trusty six-shooter and an extra
belt of ammunition and hied himself to the scene
of the felonious attacks. Six of the feathered culprits were dozing lazily in a nearby maple tree.
With sure eye and steady aim Buck sighted his
gun, pulled the trigger quickly six times and six
hoot owls bit the dust.

.
,

-·-
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LAUGHS
"George," she said sweetly. "I'm almost
through with housekeeping. But I'm up against
a terrible problem now." "What's the matter?"
"I can't find any place to hang your clothes."
Clare (after a ti:ff)-1 presume you would like
your rii;g back. George-:-never mind; keep it. No
other -girl I know could u se that ring, unless she
wore it on her thunb.

"I understand you have invented an aeroplane
that won't tip over." "\¥ell, that is my belief.
THE \CENSUS IN 3800 B. C.
While priding ourselves upon our census sys- At least, it won't tip over while on the ground,
tem it may be_well to remember that census-tak- and it hasn't been anywhere else yet."
ing :is no new thing. The first count of British
"Father-What! anotl1er new dress? Daughter
heads took place in 1801, after long opposition
based on superstition. The Romans looked upon -You needn't be cross. I bought it with my
it as a regular institution. But it is now found own money. Father-Wlrnre did you get it? _..,
that Babylonia took a census before 3800 B. C., Daughter-I sold your fur coat.
which was ·perfected, and returns made by dis"What is a man-of-war?" said a teacher to his
tricts, in 2300 B. C. Fragments of the returns
during the second dynasty of Ur are on tablets class. "A cruiser," was the prompt response.
"What makes it go?" "It's crew, sir." "Who
in the British Museum.
go with it?" "It's crew, sir."
MOTHS PREFER TISSUE PAPER
A friend of mine keeps a uniform in a small
closet, and, happening to be there at a time when
the uniform was removed, writes Carl H. Kaufmann of Santa Ana, Cal., to Popular Me-chanics,
I noted the absence of the usual mothballs. Upon
asking him about this, I was shown a small quantity of tissue paper scattered around the closet,
and also how the moths had eaten a considerable
portion of the paper, but had not attacked the
clothing. My friend said ·t hat he had never known .
clothes that had been wrapped in tissue paper to
be harmed by the insects, as it appeared they preferred the paper to the cloth.

"Why must you hurry? Tan-y yet a while."
"I am not fond of the stage, my dear, but I hear
your father coming, and I think I had better go
before the foot lights."

PLAGUE OF HOOT OWLS
The city of Conneaut, 0., recently had a plague
,f nwls. A policeman, with a few well directed
1h,~,s of his revolver, put a stop to it.

Young Bride-Boo-hoo! George doesn't love
me any more. He's gone to s_eek his recreation
and amusements outside! Her Mother-Good
gracious! Where's he gone? Young Bride-To
the dentist's!
·

Magistrate-What! Do you mean to say your
husband struck you and he's a physical wreck?
Mrs. Maloney-Yes, yer Honor; but he's been a
physical wreck only since he struck me.
Young Man-So Miss Ethel is your oldest sister? Who comes after her? Small BrotherNobody ain't come yet; but pa says the first
fellow that comes can have her.
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FROM 'ALL POINTS
A SOCIETY PIRATE
Highway · robbery, murder and a new kind of
piracy are crimes laid to the account of a gang
known as "Butcher Jean's Gang," the two last
members of which have just been arrested. When
arrested Castelli and Mosex had money equivalent to $20,000 in their possession, and bank accounts showing $80,000 to their credit-the
"swag" from numerous bu1·gla1·ies.
Aristocratic in appearance, Castelli, after
breaking open the regimental safe of the Fourth
Colonials at Toulon, got away with its contents
($50,000) and began to lead the life of a man
about town in Paris and then in Nice, where with
sauve manners he victimized overconfident women
o-f the .demi-mondes, who hfu.d succumbed to his
charms.
He invented a new crime and perpetrated it regularly. He bought a stunning motorboat and,
, picking out wealthy men and women, invited each
to take a short sea trip. Once out of sight of spectators on shore he would race to a secret cove and
thei-e despoil his passengers of all he or she possessed and th1·ow the victims into the sea.
The myste1·y of several missing pe1·sons on the
Riviera is cleai-ed up by his arrest.
"JESUIT GOLD CHEST" JUST A ROCK
The Jesuit treasure chest supposed to have been
sighted at the bottom of the Wye river, turned
out to be a nice big, flat rock, about six feet long,
and the inventor of the gold-finding needle is in
disgrace.
Captain Bob Carson, whose dredge moved tons
of sand to reach the spot where he had been assured the long-lost golden treasure lay, put on his
diving suit late one afternoon recently and descended to locate the chest and hook chains around
it for hoisting to the surface.
When he had been under wate1· about three
minutes the bubbles from his air tube increased
with suc·h rapidity that onlookers above thought
he was under great excitement because his search
was over.
They were 1·ight. The captain was excited, but
the bubbles _soon turned as ·blue as his language
when he too saw that his search was over. Excitedly he was hoisted to the dredge and when
his helmet was unscrewed the crowd waited with
bated breath.
"Up anchor, and _put for home," barked the
captain. "There's your blasted treasure." And
he held up a piece of black l'OCk.
"The blamed thing is six feet long, and to think
we wasted all this time on such a dumb idea!"
The search for the golden chest was over. It
was supposed to have lain there since 1650.
LAST STAND OF U. S. MOOSE
When a regiment of timber cruisers and surTeyors invaded Isle Royal by the first boat this
91>ring Bill Lively, hunter and trapper, immediately boarded the boat and came to the• Lower

Peninsula to plead with the people of Michigan to
save from extinction the only native herds of
moose and caribou in the State, says the Detroit
News.
Mr. Lively, who is a Michigan game warden and
fire ranger, reported what he had seen to the
State Department of Conservation at Lansing.
He came to Detroit to sound his warning.
"The surveyors and timber cruisers were on
Isle Royal late last fall, and stayed as long as
they dared," Mr. Lively said. "When they returned on the first boat from Duluth this spring
I knew that Michigan's moose and caribou were
doomed unless the State immediately purchased
the is1and for a game 'preserve and prevents the
project to log the island. If the timber is cut the
island will burn. No human agency can prevent
it. The inevitable forest fire will drive the moose
and caribou to the Canadian mainland, and probably neither ever will return to Michigan."
Isle Royal is an island in Lake Superior, about
fifty miles north of Keewenaw Point and fourteen
miles south of the Canadian mainland. It is a
rugged bit of wilderness forty-five miles long and
from six to ten miles wide. The island is covered by a virgin open growth of clean, -strong
spruce, balsam, cedar and yellow birch. Fishermen report its fifteen lakes and numexous
streams, some of the latter too deep and swift
to wade, alive with speckled trout, lake trout and
whitefish. Hunters are keen for the pin-tailed
~rouse, a gamy bird heavier than partridge, ·which
1s abundant there. Scientists are interested ill
Isle Royal because of prehistoric copper miles
there, and the native herds of moose and caribou.
"Lumbering operations will begin next fall unless the state acts at once, and the loggers will
work fast," the ranger said. "They know as well
as I do the fire hazard which will develop as soon
as even a small part of the island is turned into
a cut-over slashing. Probably five or six camps
will operate at the. same time to get the logs out
?efor_e t~e fires begm. Isle Royal is the only place
m M1ch1gan where moose and ca1·ibou will thrive.
Efforts to plant these species on the game preserves at Grand Island were complete failures.
The numerous lakes at Isle Royal provide them
with water vegetation during the summer and
they find an ideal winter range on the rldges.
There al'e about 800 moose and 60 caribou on the
island. Moose have multiplied, rapidly in recent
yea1·s, despite the brush wolves which first came
from the mainland over the ice during the winter
of 1911, and now are very numerous on ths
island."
During the past three winters Mr. Lively and
his wife have been the only i1Jhabitants of Isle
Royal. They are shut off from "the outside wol'ld
from the middle of Novembel' until the last of
April.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, Mel
we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
Stories."
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GOOD READING
BOOZE JN POTATO CAR
Federal Prohibition officers of Savannah, Ga.,
seized a quantity of bottled whisky in a car on
the tracks of the Seaboard Air Line Railroad. The
car was labeled "Potatoes," and was to have been
dispatched to Jersey City, N. J. It contained
about $20,000 worth of liquor and a few sacks of
potatoes.
THE LARGEST HERD
In the territory of Mackenzie, Canada's largest
.wilderness region, which is larger than Alaska
ard twice the area of the -State of Texas is living the largest single herd of animals ' in the
world to-day, writes Francis J. Dickie in Our
Dumb Ani-n°als. They are the Barren Land caribou, and according to experts, number some
thirty million head-a number that makes them
greater than were eveT the buffalo of the plains.
An old· prospector tells the. following story of
the animals:
"In the spring of' 1,911 I was camped at Fort
Norman on the Mackenzie River (this point is
about 1,400 miles from a railway). The caribou
were passing at the time I was camped for two
weeks, and all that time, night and day, they
passed within a quarter of a .mile of my tent. I
have no idea how many there were, but they
marched in loose order perhaps a quarter of a
mile deep and were as far back as the eye could
see."
·
Buffalo Jones, Ernest Thompson Seton and various other noted experts who have accurate and
first-hand knowledge of the country, coupled with
their knowledge of animals, estimate the herd to
be in the neighborhood of 30,000,000 head.
CANE FIBRE
For. tV4enty-five years many scientists have been
working on the problem of finding some practical
usage for bagasse, the cane fibre as it comes from
the sugar mills after the juice has been extracted.
It is produced in enormous quantities in the sugar-making sections. Prof. C. E. Monroe, inventor of smokeless powder, Washington, D. C.,
has finally discovered a practical use for this material, says the Scientific American, in the manufacture of a building board.
The sugar cane fib1·e comes to the mill in 200pound bales. These bales are opened and started
through the process of manufacturin g, eventually
coming out in the form of a great board of insulating lumber. This board, after it is properly cured, is sawed into proper dimensions by automatic saws. The product is water-proofe d, and
boxes made of it have been known to contain
water for a great many days without le.a king.
Celotex, as the new product is called, is made
in thicknesses of one-half inch and one-quarter
inch and is homogeneou s-that is, it is not built
up in layers but the cane fibres are so interlaced
that they form a uniform stock throughout. Other
building- boards a1·A huilt 110 of lavers of naner

cemented or glued together. The new product
gets its perfect insulating qualities from the fact
that. it is fi~led with minute air cells formed .by
the mterlacmg of the fibres, together with the
cells in the fibre and pith of the cane.
Celotex is indestructible . It will be largely used
in the manufacture of refrigerators , fireless cookers and the walls of storage plants, and many
other. place~ where perfect insulation is required.
It 1s designed to take the place of lumber in
every particular, such as for sheathing on the inside ~nd outside of houses and panelling, and for
practically all other purposes for which lumber
is used in building. It can be stuccoed and plaster will adhere perfectly to it.
Celotex will be used extensively for weatherboarding and outside finishing in a great many
buildings. Furniture manufacture rs are already
buying it in quantities to be used for veneer work,
drawer bottoms and for many other uses in the
furniture industry. Even boat builders and ironing board mal'!-ufac~urers_arE: investigating its use
and are expenmentm g with it at the present time.
It ~eighs but s~x-tenth_s of a pound per square
foot m one-half mch thickness, which makes it
- much lighter than any wood lumber. It can be
handled and sawed just like ordinary lumber. Its
color is a p~easing shade of tan and the surface is
rough, like burlap, although it is contemplated to
sand or plane one side of it so that it will have a
perfectly smooth finish.
It has been shown as a result of tests that building with this lumber will result in a saving of at
least one-third of the fuel ordinarily used, due
to its insulating qualities, which prevent the passage of heat or cold.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and ~c
we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
Stories."

Musi~al Handsaw
Greatest Novelty of the Age

l! you can carry a tune in your head, you can learn
to play this instrument, and secure a job on the stage
at a good salary. No musical education necessary
Struck with a specially made mallet the perfectly tem:
pered saw produces loud, clear, rich tones like a 'cello
'£he same effect may be had by using a violin bow
the edge. Any tune can be played by the wonderful
vibrations of the saw. It requires two weeks' practice
to make you an expert. When not playing you can
work with the saw. It ls a useful tool as well as a One
Instrument.
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WIRES KILL
EAGLES
Two large American or whitehead eagles have
been killed near
Frankfort, Kan.,
recently a s a result of coming in
contact with telephone and electric transmission
lines.
B r adley,
Joe
telephone manager, expresses the
belief that the
birds struck the
wires accidentally
while making an
aerial "nose dive"
to swoop down on
u n u s p e c ting
prey. The eagle
which struck the
lin e
telephone
wrecked the line
for a distance of
400 feet, tearing
the brackets off
and
poles
the
breaking a number of heavy No.
12 wires. So fierce
a fight did the
bird put up when
linemen attempted to extricate
him that it was
necessary to kill
Tne bird
him.
was held fast by
the end of a broken wire which had
become wrapped
about one leg.
eagle
The
which came in
came in contact
with the transmission line put
the town in darkness for several
hours until linemen had found
the cause of the
short circuit and
removed the dead
bird from the
wires. The eagle
is an exceedingly
rare bird in this
part of the country, and Bradley
thinks they must
have been carried
in from the Rocky
Mountains by reheavy
cent
storms.
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How Actors and Actresse,
Overcome Obesity and
Reduce Their Figures
Gracefully

HOW

TO

BE SLENDER

People wonder how it Is that actresses
and actors maintain their graceful figures,
their buoyancy and litheness when the
tendency Is to become stout.
The popular theory that these heroines
and heroes of the stage and the movies
follow rlglu systems of self-starvation
(fasting) and strenuous exercising is erroneous. If they were to do this, they
could not be so vigorous or supple. They
would be unfit for their duties.
Neither can these performers take drastic drugs such as thyroid extract, salts,
purgatives, etc., for reducing their weight,
for those are injurious and weakening.
There is a very efficacious self-treatment
which consists in taking a harmless compound and following simple directious. The
name of this is Korein.
By following this method, lhe superfluous fat may be eliminated without causing
any wrinkles. Flabbiness disappears. Indeed, the flesh becomes firm, while the skin
is kept white and velvety.
If you find yourself too stout, you should
lose no time in getting a box or Korein
tabules at the drug slore. With t:ach box
is a cash refund guarantee of weight reduction If easy directions are followed.
''When you have lost whatever surplus
adiposity you desire, It will be easy tor
you to maintain a graceful, slender figure.
By the Koreln (pronounced koreen) system
persons have reoduced from five to sixty
pounds, according to their requirements ot
health, normalcy and beauty.
There is usually a wonderful Improvement in the health and mind. Irritability
disappears and is replaced hy cheerfulYou see things in an optimistic
n ess.
light, your efficiency ls developed-you are
your real self. Surely this is better tor
you than to have your beauty spoiled by
gross fatness. Enjoy life· and hold the
esteem of others.
A booklet Is publlshed called "Reduce
Weight Happily" which will be malled free
/in plain wrapper) If you write to Korein
Company, N i,f- 375, Statton x; New York.
You would do well to obtain this treatise,
for it contains much Information of value
to you-If you are overstout, or gradually
t>ecoming so. Correspondence con!ldi>ntiql
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10 days to prove quick relief. Dr.
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foreground there is Hat, Head, Hand. That's five
words to start on. How many more can you fiud?
Write down the "H" words as you find them. See how
easy it is. Nothing is hidden. You can win $1.500.

Open to Everybody!
It doesn't cost one cent to enter this contest or to
win a prize. If yoti send no subscription to "Home
Folks" and ,1;our list is the largest which correctly
names the ' H" objects in the picture, you will be
awarded first prize of $40.
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T takes bu · moment to mark the career of your choice, sign your
• name, clip o
d mail. Yet that simple act has started more than two
million men and ,
toward success.
In city, town and
... try all over the world, men are living contented
lives in happy, prospero
homes-because they clipped this coupon.
In every line of business '; . industry, in shops, stores, offices 1 factories,
in mines and on railroads, n .. are holding impqrtant pos1t10ns and
receiving splendid salaries-beca 'th y clipped this coupon.

"'

Clerks have · become sales, advertising and · s .fll managers, mechanics have become foremen, superintendent'S and engineers, ca.rpente
°\-;\}.· ecome architects and contractors, men
and boys have risen from nothing to places of resp 'ti · -'--because they clipped this coupon.
You have seen it · in almost every magazin·e you ha
ooked at for years. And while
you have been passing it by, more than ten - - - - - - nARouTH••• _ _ _ _ _ _
thousand men and women each month have INTERNATtONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL!
been making it the first stepping stone to real
BOX 52 G1 ,
SCRANTON, PA.
Without cost or obllgatlon vlease erplain ho,, I can quality fi>r
SUCCeSS in life,
j~• tl~~'n!tiief:wtn the subject before whlch I han marked an :X
Will yolfstill turn away from opportunity?
fit,~~i;1~t&0:~GJ:1
8 ~Jli:~fll/M'/GEM'T
Can you still go on, putting in your days at
~~~;~:~~rM~fneer
BtZ~~;J';i!~?gn Ptir.
the same grind, getting the same pay envelope
?:&'tf'~f.5.11: ENGINEIIIB
~b"s"~~'ili¼'li''
with the same insufficient sum, when such a
~~~t~~·i~r\!~~~r~.
~;r:~:W!r•t•rJ
little thing can be the means of changing your
a~ 1 ~~~~• Ooeratlnr
:i•J~k'Ei'f!'fioond•nC
\,Vhole life?
~~~1:a:N~Jrfs:~!ptnc
~~~~?~!~v;~b1fc ~~~tntan&
MINE FOREMAN or ENG'B.
TRAFFIC iUNAGJCB
You can have the position you want in the
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Railway Accountant
Marine Engineer
Commercial Law
"vork you like best, a salary that will give you
ARCHITECT
GOOD ENGLISH
Contractor and Builder
Common School SubJeot1
and your family the home, the comforts, the
Architectural Dralt1mI0
CIVIL SERVICE
Concrete Builder
Railway }fall Clerk
little luxuries you would like them to have.
Structural Enr!neer
AUTOMOBILES
PLUMBING & HEATING
Mathematics
No matter what your age, you.r occupation,
Sheet Metal Worker
Navigation
Textile Ovoraeer or lupl.
AGRICULTURE
your education, or your means-you can do it!
CIIEMIST
Poultry Raisin& 8 So1n!1h
Pbarm1c7
BANKING
Teacher
All we ask is the chance to prove it. That;s
Name ......................................................... _......................................... .
fair, isn't it'? Then mark and mail this cou7 , •••
Street
pon. There's no obligation aod not ·a pe11ny and
Nn .................................................... , ............................ ,, .......... ..,.
of cost. It's a little thing that takes ~)lt a
moment, but it's the most important thing you ...Clt1...- ............ , .. ,................................. State ................................,_
Jan do today. Do it now l
(loGllP&Uon..---------·-------
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WILD WEST WEEKLY
LATEST

ISSUES - -

992 Youug Wi.ld West au<l the Pawnee Chief; Ol', ltoutiug the Hect skins.
993
Alter a l.lUU l.luucn; or, Arietta nud tlte Cattie
Crooks.
·
994 " Plucky Figbt; or. Tbe Shot That Saved a Life.
995 " on the Border; or, Arietta Between Two Fires.
996 " '.!.'railing a Treasure; or, A Mystery of Old
J\Jexico ..
997 " Stuudiug u Siege; or, How Arietta Saved Him.
998 " and th,• l<'ig!Jtiug Fifteen; or, 'l'be Raid of tll~
Savage Sioux.
90!1 " LasMin1< tbP Lyucl,ers; or, Arietta's Quick Sbot.
1000 ,. ancl "Arizona Al''; or, Tbe Wonderful Luck ot
a Cowboy.
1001 " Corraling tbe Road. Agents; or, Arletta and the
Outb1w's Bride.
1002 •· Fadng His Foes; or, Tbe Shake-Up At Shiver
Split.
1003 " Stopping a Stampede; or, Arietta and the Coiv
Girls.
1004 ·· Hottest Trail; or, The Gold Cache of the
D<'sert.
1005 " Rifle Duel; or, Arlettn's Cross-fire.
1006 " and "Domino Dick"; or, 'l'be Broncho Buster's
Bad Br1eak.
1007 " Trnpping the Horse Thieves; or, Arletta's
Qui<-k Work.
1008 " and thP Choctaw ChiPf; or, The Hidden Valley and the Lost Tribe.
1009 " Followed by Fiends; or, Arietta and the Plotters.
1010 '' nnrl t be Cactus Queen; or, The Bandits of the
Sand Hills.
1011 ·• In Death Canyou; or, Arietta and the Mad
Miner.
1012 " Crack Cavalry; or, The Shot 'l' bat Won the Day.
1013 " After an AsB11ssin; or, Arietta and the 'l'onghs.
1014 " Sbot in the Diuk; or, Winning Ilis Weight
In Gold.
10115 " and the Hold Up J\Ien; or, How Arietta Paid
Her Ransow.
1016 " Arizona Round-Up; or, Catching the Cattle
Crooks.
1017 " Promise· or, Arlett1t and the Blue Mark.
1018 " As Aven'ger; or , 'rh1} Vlgilant.s· M\stnk_e.
1019 " After the Death D ealers; or, A Hot Fight in
the G·u Jch.
.
1020 " Defying the Blackfeet; or, Ari~tta and the Mrsterio11s Canoe.
1021 " Going the· Limit; or, The "Shin-Dig" at Show
1022 •• DC~~i·emned to Death; or, Arit•tta"R Prairie Race.
1023
Sa'line !Tis Ran ch: or. ,vipinir Out au Olrl SrorP.
102-1, ·• Cane-lit by ComancheR: or, Arletta_ Dnr·ng DPath.
1025
Showing flp a Sheriff; or, The Right Man On a
W1·on~ 'l'raiJ.
1026 " Reckiess Ride· or Arietta's Ha1rbreadtb Escape.
1027 " and the Cowh'oy Sports; or, Fun anll Flgbting
1028

"

1029

"

1030

"

1031

"

For
address
postage

on the Rang~.

.

Rarn;u!? the Redskins; or, Arietta nnd the
Apache Trap.
.
Whooping It l'p; or, The Cowboy CarmvlJl at
Crooked Creek.
Dagger Duel: or Arietta and the Mexican
Bandits.
Quicl,Pst Shot; or, The Desperadoes_ of Diam on cl u;ve.
sale by all newsdealers, or will be •ent to any
on receipt of p:rice, 7c per copy, in money or
stam1,s, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,
New York City

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Prlee 1111 0-te Per Copy

'l'bh book contains all the most recent chance• tn the

method of construction nod submission of scenarios.
8b:ty Le11aenR, covering every (lh11se of sceuarto writlq. For aale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
It -you cau.not procutt a copy, send us the price,
JIii cent11. ln money or p.ostaiie stampa, an4 we will
a,atl you one, postaire free. Address
L BBJlA.BENS, 219 Se,,enth eve., New York. N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Zvery Subject
1'o. 1,
N1U'OL1':0N'S 0.KAClJLUM A.!li.lJ JJ.-AA..u
BOOK.-Contaming the great oracle or human de~tiuy - •
also toe true meaning of almost uny kind of dreaws'
~~f~~er with charms, ceremonies and curious games

ot

.No, 2.

HOW TO DO TIUCKS.-The great book

ot

magic and card tricks, containing full i:ustructions on
all l~ading ca~·d tricks of the d>l.Y, also tile most populur
magical illus10ns as performed by our leading magic1aus; every boy should obtain a copy of this l>0ok.
.No. 3. ·· )lOW TO l'LIRT.-Tbe arts and wiles ot
tllrtatiou 1ue . fully explamed by this little book. Besides the various metuods of handker<:Jief, fan, glove,
parasol, window and hat flirtation, it contains a full us,
of tlle language and sentiment of flowers.
1'o. 6, HOW '.LO ,\LAJiE .LOV.i,;.-,1. complete l,l'Uide to
love, cuu11.sllip aud marriage, giv1ug seu.sllJle ·advice.
rules and eti\l.Uette to L>e olJs!)rved, "ith muny curious
and interesting tilings nor generalJy kno\\ n.
No. 7. HOW '.l'O KEEP HlltDi:;.-1:iaud.sumely Illustrated and containing full instructions tor the management and training of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink
L>lackbird, paroq uet, parrot, etc.
•
lSo. 9. llOW TO BECOME A VEN1'.RILOQU1ST.-By
Harry Kennecly. The secret given away. E,ery inte!1ig~,nt lJoy reading tbls book ot instructions, uy a
pra<:t1cal profehSor, can waster the art, anll create any
amouut of fun 1ur uL.usel.t' and friends. lt is tlle greatest
boJk ~ver pul>lis1,ed, aud there's millions (of fun) in it.
l'lio. l.O. .tt.O\V 'l·o uu~.-.1..t.i.e a.n 01 ~el.1'-tlel~ilbt.: wautt
easy. CoutlUU111i; ove.r tllirty illustrations ot gua.1:da,
blows aud the dllfereut pos1t1011s oI a good lJoxer. J,;very
boy should olltam one of tll<!se usctul and instructive
books, as it will reach you ilow to l.Jox without an instructor.
1'o. u. JtO\V '.l'O \VJU'.l'E Lon,;-LJ,;'1".r.KliS.-A most
cow1Hett, llttle lJook, containing tu1l uirections for writing 10ve-letttrs, and wlleu to use them, ghillg specimen
letters for young aud old.
JSo. la. flOW '1'0 1)0 1.1· ; Or, BOOK OF E'l'1QUE'J'TE.
- l t is a great life sccreL, aud oue that every youuic
ruau desires Lu kuow all auout. 'l'llere's happiness in it.
JSo. 14. 110\V TO MAK.ll: CANDY.-A complete huudbook for na1ki11g all kin.ii:, of candy, ice-creaw. syrups,

essences, et(:.

No. 18. HOW TO ll1':C0)1E BEA.OTll'lJL.-One or
the brigbt~st aud most valuable little I.looks ever given
to the world. l!lvery body wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and female. 'l'he secret is
simple anel almost costless.
1"o, 20.
HOW TO EN'l'ERTA.IN AN E\'EJSINO
PAHTY.-A most complete cowpeudium of games, sports,
card Cliversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for par-.
!or or drawing-room entertainment. 1t contains mor•
for thf' money than any book published.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIJS DHEA:\IS.-'l'bis little
book gives the explanation to all k1ncls of dreams. together with lucky and unlucky days.
No. 24. HOW TO WR11'E LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN .-Containing full directi,ins for writing to 11:entlemen on all subj<'cts
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMJS,:1.ST.-Contnlning full directions for all kinds of gy1mhlstic sports
and atl1letk exercises. Embracing thirty-five lllustra•
tions. By Professor W. Macdonald.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A llOAT.
-Fully illustrated. Full ;ustructlons are given In thl11
little book, together with instructions on swimming and
riding. companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW '1'0 TELL FORTlJNES.-Every on~ ta
desirous of knowing wbnt hls future life "111 hrini,:
forth whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell by a glanre nt this little book . Buy one
and be convinced .
No 29 HOW TO UECOllIE AN INVENTOR.-Evcry
boy ;ho~ld know l\ow inventions originated. This hook ,
explains them all. giving examples in electric!ty, hydraulirs. magnetism, optics. pneumatics, mech.anlcs. etc.
No. 30. BOW TO COOK.-Oue o!, the most rnstructtve
books on cooking ever published. It contains reciuea
for cooking meats, fish. game .and oyRters; also pies,
puddings. calms and all kinds of pastry, nnd a 11::-aud
collection of recipes.

For sale by all ne.wsdealers, or wilJ be sent to a117
address on :receipt of 1>rice. 10c. per copy, ill
moDAy or i;ta1nps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York
166 West 23d Street,

